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Abstract
Finite Element Simulation of Stress Evolution in Thermal Barrier Coating Systems
by Piotr Bednarz
Gas turbinematerials exposed to extreme high temperature require protective coat-
ings. To design reliable components, a better understanding of the coating failure
mechanisms is required. Damage in Thermal Barrier Coating Systems (TBCs) is related
to oxidation of the Bond Coat, sintering of the ceramic, thermal mismatch of the ma-
terial constituents, complex shape of the BC/TGO/TBC interface, redistribution of
stresses via creep and plastic deformation and crack resistance. In this work, exper-
imental data of thermo-mechanical properties of CMSX-4, MCrAlY (Bond Coat) and
APS-TBC (partially stabilized zirconia), were implemented into an FE-model in order
to simulate the stress development at the metal/ceramic interface. The FE model re-
produced the specimen geometry used in corresponding experiments. It comprises
a periodic unit cell representing a slice of the cylindrical specimen, whereas the peri-
odic length of the unit cell equals an idealized wavelength of the roughmetal/ceramic
interface. Experimental loading conditions in form of thermal cycling with a dwell-
time at high temperature and consideration of continuous oxidation were simulated.
By a stepwise consideration of various material properties and processes, a reference
model was achieved which most realistically simulated the materials behavior. The
influences of systematic parameter variations on the stress development and critical
sites with respect to possible crack paths were shown. Additionally, crack initiation
and propagation at the peak of asperity at BC/TGO interface was calculated. It can be
concluded that a realistic modeling of stress development in TBCs requires at least re-
liable data of i) BC and TGO plasticity, ii) BC and TBC creep, iii) continuous oxidation
including in particular lateral oxidation, and iv) critical energy release rate for inter-
faces (BC/TGO, TGO/TBC) and for each layer. The main results from the performed
parametric studies of material property variations suggest that porosity in the TBC
should be increased and sintering decreased, in order to prevent or hinder continuous
paths of tensile stresses above the valleys in the TBC. It was shown that variations of
creep rates in the BC influence marginaly stress values in TBCs . Therefore neither a
positive nor a negative influence on the lifetime can be extrapolated. It was shown that
higher creep rates in the TBC layer led to a lower stress level. The extreme variations
of thermal expansion coefficient (±50%) help in better understanding of these vari-
ations on stress development. The creep of base material only slightly affects stress
field development, under pure thermal cycling and can therefore be neglected in this
case. As the tensile stresses increase with a relatively high fraction of lateral oxidation
not only the out-of-plane oxidation kinetics, but also its lateral component should be
low. The modification of amplitude and wavelength of the asperity showed that with
increasing roughness a continuous radial tensile path in the TBC and partially in the
TGO was formed already after 161 cycles. The variations of wavelength, amplitude
and shapes improve the understanding of stress development. The large variety of
parametric variations studied by the present work in a highly complex and rather re-
alistic FE model contribute significantly to an enhanced understanding of TBCs. This
is supported by the final conclusion, that the set of crucial parameters could be re-
duced to the time dependent deformation behavior of TBC and TGO, the oxidation
kinetics, including lateral oxidation and the shape function of the interface asperity.
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Introduction
Continuous development of industrial gas turbine technology is leading to more se-
vere loading conditions for the metallic components via increase of turbine inlet tem-
perature. This increase is related to the improvement of energy conversion in power
plants, which in the most modern ones is currently achieved to be in the range from
58% to 60% . Consequently, refinement of the metallic components will contribute to
environmental protection, as well as an economical benefit would be reached. Any
increase of inlet temperature is a challenge. However, it has to be emphasized that
materials able to withstand temperatures above 1050oC and at the same time resist
the high mechanical demand the main components of gas turbines are subjected to,
do not still exist. In past years it became clear that a further development of base ma-
terial to operate at increasingly higher temperature will not be sufficient to reach the
targets. Therefore, a multi layer structure has been introduced to protect the materi-
als against high temperature and it is called thermal barrier coatings (TBC). In such a
system we can identify at least four parts, namely: the base material, a bond coat, a
thermally grown oxide and the thermal barrier coating itself. Such a system has the
advantage of a ceramic layer on the hot side of the cooled component, which with-
stands high temperature. On the colder side, a metallic base materials guarantees the
required mechanical strength. A schematic drawing of a TBC system with a tempera-
ture gradient over the structure is shown in Fig. 1.1
Introducing a more effective system increases the lifetime of a multi layer metallic
component under high temperature loading, but it requires better models, to predict
the lifetime relevant parameters. The lifetime of a component depends on stress de-
velopment, which controls crack initiation (formation) and propagation. Moreover,
materials properties of each layer and the shape of the oxide layer influence stresses
in TBC’s, because of a complex interaction of elastic, plastic, creep, thermal, oxidation,
phase transformation and sintering.
The top layer protects metallic blade material against high temperature. The ther-
mal conductivity of this layer (TBC) is very low in comparison with others layers, but
during operation time in this layer the process of sintering is present. Air-Plasma Spray
(APS) or Electron-Beam Physical Vapor Deposition (EB-PVD) techniques are commonly
used for production of Thermal Barrier Coatings (Fig. 1.2 has been published [37] and
was kindly provided by P. Majerus). This coating consist of partially stabilized zir-
conia (ZrO2) with 7 ± 1 wt.% Y2O3 (YSZ). The thermomechanical properties depend
on the coating technique. Coatings produced by EB-PVD are more strain resistant,
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Figure 1.1: Scheme of thermal barrier coating System with temperature distribution
along the cross section of the internally cooled componet.
but have higher values of thermal conductivity. APS-TBC coatings are more cost at-
tractive and are characterized by a lower thermal conductivity, as they contain splats
parallel to the interface (Fig. 1.2(a)). Further, important difference between them is the
different shape of the interface between BC and TBC. During operation this layer oxi-
dise, forming Al2O3 scale which causes a depletion of Al in the BC and dissolution the
β -phase (NiAl). Those processes have an impact on material properties and lifetime.
The growth of the oxide layer further introduces extra strains. This makes this inter-
face a weak point in the thermal protective system. Therefore, the oxidation induced
spallation of plasma-sprayed thermal barrier coatings (APS-TBCs) is regarded as a
one of the major failure modes in gas turbine components. The intermediate MCrAlY
(a) APS (b) EB-PVD
Figure 1.2: Microstructure of a typical TBC
2
Figure 1.3: Two-phase MCrAlY
Bond Coat layer has been added to protect the base material against oxidation and to
improve the adhesion of the TBC.
Fig. 1.3 shows two-phase (ß /γ) MCrAlY [37]. A failure crack path, which is located
partly in the thermally grown oxide (TGO) and partly in the TBC, characterizes this
type of failure (grey failure). Recent investigations have shown that the related dam-
age evolution starts within the first 10% of lifetime by the formation of microcracks
in the TGO and by opening of pre-existing microcracks in the TBC. Crack growth and
linking of these cracks along themetal/ceramic interface lead to final spallation. How-
ever, parameters, which govern the kinetics and thus the lifetime are not sufficiently
known. In order to quantify the influence of each parameter and by that complete
the experience gained from long-term application in gas turbines as well as intensive
experimental investigation, systematic numerical studies need to be performed.
The main goal of this work is to improve the understanding of stress development
in TBC’s, its relation to crack formation, and the crack growth. This can be achieved
by a systematic and consistent development of numerical models. The present con-
tribution shall determine the stresses near the TGO as a function of time under ther-
mal cycling with high temperature dwell-time (cyclic oxidation) using the finite ele-
ment method. A systematic development via a stepwise improvement of the model
by studying a variety of interface shapes, checking the influence of different materials
behavior, and considering continuous oxidation is performed. Moreover, one crack
type is more often reported, i.e. crack formation at the BC/TGO interface at peak
regions of undulations. It is observed to propagate through the TGO at the flanks of
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undulations and to penetrate into the TBC over valleys. The current simulation results
are particularly compared to these experimental findings.
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The interface between a plasma sprayed Thermal Barrier Coating (TBC) and the metal-
lic corrosion protective coating, the Bond Coat (BC) has a complex shape (see Fig. 1.3).
In a 2D approach, this shape can be simplified as sinusoidal, semicircle, semiellipsoid
or any other geometrical function. The stress development in thermal barrier coating
systems (TBCs) depends on oxidation induced stresses, thermal mismatch between
layers, shape of interface, inelastic time independent (plastic), and time dependent
(creep) deformation. Moreover, pre-existing splats or voids in the ceramic coating
create additional concentration of stresses. Such splats act as free traction planes (mi-
crocracks).
The oxidation induced stresses produce volume change [7; 8; 9; 17; 19; 44] as well
as to a change of properties with increasing of the oxide layer. These stresses can be
split into two parts, namely out of plane oxidation and lateral oxidation (lengthen-
ing). The oxidation process is governed by cation diffusion on the outer surface or
anion diffusion which predominates oxidation at the metal/oxide interface [8; 9; 19].
Moreover, the growth of oxide is related to Al consumption from Bond Coat matrix
which results in ß - depletion in the bond coat. This ß - depleted zone is more creep
resistant [37]. The present chapter gives an overview over the different approaches to
analytically and numerically study the multiple influencing parameters, as included
in the open literature.
2.1 Analytical study
Analytical models of convex and concave asperities with assumption of three-concentric-
circles and three phases, namely bond coat, Thermally Grown Oxide (TGO) and ce-
ramic, were considered by Hsueh [27; 28]. Residual thermal stresses at the TGO/bond
coat and the TGO/ceramic interface were presented as a function of TGO thickness.
This thickness depends on the radius of BC/TGO interface (r=a) and TGO/TBC inter-
face(r=b). It was shown that for a convex asperity residual stresses at the TGO/BC in-
terface are tensile and increase with the thickness of the TGO. However, radial stresses
at TGO/TBC interface are tensile when b−aa < 0.75 and becomes compressive when
b−a
a > 0.75. In the case of a concave asperity the radial stress at TGO/TBC interface is
compressive, while the stress at the TGO/BC interface becomes less compressive with
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an increase of the TGO thickness.
An analytical radial stress relation as a function of geometrical parameters of the
bond coat roughness was obtained by Ahrens et al. 2002 [3]. It was clearly shown that
the influence of interface curvature on stress field is not possible to obtain using a two-
cylinders-model and that a bond coat peak cannot be modeled as a metallic inclusion
in a ceramic matrix.
2.2 Numerical study
As analytical methods have failed to predict the stress development in the complex
TBC system, numerical methodswere used instead. Numerical studies based on an as-
sumption of linearly temperature dependent material properties were done by Chang
1987 [12]. At this stage all materials were modeled as fully elastic. The driving forces
of stress formation are a result of thermal mismatch (different thermal expansion co-
efficient) of the different layers. During cooling from high temperature to ambient
temperature a concentration of radial tensile stresses at the tip of the asperity has been
found [12]. It was pointed out that these stresses can easily initiate crack in the ce-
ramic at the asperity. Moreover, the maximum shear stresses were obtained close to
the TGO/TBC interface at the off-peak positions where failure has been observed in
experiment.
It has been shown [12] that stresses related to oxidation strain have a significant
effect on life time of the coating. These stresses increase with an increase of the TGO
thickness and lead to stress transition from tension at the peak in the TBC layer to com-
pression and from compression to tension at valleys, respectively. Such transition is
directly related to the degradation mechanism of the BC/TBC interface by promoting
cracks over the valley.
In addition the crack over the tip of the asperity has been studied. Its existence in
the TBC layer redistributes the stresses around it. A cracking propagation scenario has
been proposed. As the tensile stresses are concentrated at the peak in the TBC layer for
a thin TGO, the crack could be initiated. Moreover, due to transition of compressive
stresses to tensile at the valley, the crack may propagate further above the valley as
compressive stresses are not present [12].
Based on the assumption of a fully elastic behavior of the TBC system a para-
metric study was performed by Hsueh [28]. In addition the convex and concave as-
perities were considered as well as different shapes of BC/TBC interface. The study
confirmed previous findings for the case of convex interface, that for thin TGO tensile
stresses occupy the peak of the interface in the TBC layer. During thickening these
tensile stresses decrease and switch to compression. However, for the case of concave
asperity the results were different and the valley was reported to be occupied by com-
pressive stresses. Moreover, it was reported that above the valley, tensile stresses are
present for thick TGO. It was concluded that multiple asperities reduce stresses at the
tip of interface in TBC layer. Based on a parametric study of interface roughness and
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oxide scale thickness Ahresen and co-authors [3] claimed that the stress conversion
which always appears in TBC’s for a certain value of the TGO thickness is delayed by
increasing the roughness amplitude.
However TBC systems are not pure elastic materials. The stress response is in-
creasingly complex when plastic and visoplastic behavior is included. The complex
geometry of real EB-PVD samples with assumption of nonlinear plastic response of
the Bond Coat and oxide layers has been studied by Cheng [13]. In his study, it was
shown that plastic strain concentrates near the region of highest interface curvature.
Moreover, the stresses obtained in the elastic case were higher in comparison with the
elastoplastic response. It then was concluded that elastic calculations overestimate
stresses in TBC’s. The largest stresses were found in the TGO layer. It was further
pointed out that irregular interfaces also concentrate large local tensile stresses in ra-
dial direction in the TGO.
The viscoplastic response of substrate, BC and TBC on stress development was in-
vestigated by Freborg et al. [20]. It was shown that creep at high temperature in both
BC and TBC causes radial tensile stresses at RT at the roughness peak and compressive
stresses at the valley regions. However, the oxidation process acts contrary to creep
causing an increase of tensile stresses at valleys and pushing peak region to compres-
sion. Moreover, it was pointed out that in some cases, the tensile stress region over the
valleys is capable of sustaining crack growth by linking of early-generated cracks near
peak region. It was further concluded that the process of crack generation linking and
final spallation is a combined action of creep, oxidation and thermal cycling [20].
The influence of interface roughness and oxide film thickness considering inelastic
material behavior on stress development has been discussed by Pindera et al. [40]. The
variation of roughness profile was also studied under assumption fully without oxide
layer. It was shown that an increase of the BC/TBC roughness amplitude results in
an increase of stresses at the valley and smaller increase of stresses at the peak in this
location. However, decreasing amplitude decreases the stresses at the valley and at
the peak, respectively. Moreover, these studies confirmed the important role of oxide
thickness on stress development. It was further suggested that changing the strength
of the alumina layer would result in lower delamintation initiation susceptibility at
the peak of the BC/TGO/TBC interface.
The oxidation process is governed by diffusion of oxygen and alumina atoms.
Coupling of diffusion laws and stress development has been done by Busso et al. [9].
Additionally a sintering effect, which manifests as densification of the TBC layer and
stiffness increase of the TBC layer was taken into consideration. Furthermore, the
maximum tensile stress located at the off-peak in the TBC has been correlated with
mesocrack nucleation. Busso proposed a life predictionmodel based on damagemech-
anism [10]. This model assumed that APS-TBC failure emerge by cleavage-type dam-
age of the TBC and the fatigue damage is related to the evolution of microscopic dam-
age parameter D which is in the range from 0 to 1 (D=1 represents full damage of
the TBC). Damage equation depends on maximal radial tensile stresses and macro-
scopically average cleavage strength of the TBC. The coupling of damage law with a
FE-unit cell model is related to calculation of maximum radial tensile stress as function
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of cycle number. This damage law is limited to cyclic thermal loading, because in the
case of continuous isothermal oxidation dD/dN=0. Moreover, this model of damage
assumes that the maximal radial tensile stress of the TBC is a composition of maximal
radial tensile stresses such as thermal, oxidation and sintering stresses. However, the
creep behavior of the TBC has not been considered.
Inelastic behavior, such as plastic or viscoplastic, redistribute the stresses in TBC’s,
but may also change interface roughness and amplitude known as rumpling. More-
over, cycling loading results in accumulation of inelastic strains such as plastic and
creep, called ratcheting. A component under cyclic loading condition can further go
under shakedown. Two processes of shakedown are distinguished, namely, elastic
and plastic. If the loading and unloading path after a few cycles becomes elastic such
a process is call elastic shakedown. In the case, that after a few cycles the stress hys-
teresis does not move and does not change in size such a process is call plastic shake-
down. Additionally, the reverse yielding can take place in case of low yielding criteria
and is manifested by plastic deformation under unloading conditions.
A number of researches are focused on ratcheting and displacement instability
during cycling oxidation [21; 22; 31; 32; 33; 34]. It was shown that ratcheting under
cycling thermal loading conditions requires at least two materials with significant dif-
ference in thermal expansion coefficient [21]. Studies by He [21] shows that amplitude
changes of the interface roughness require a growth strain, otherwise after 10 cycles
the interface roughness amplitude remains unchanged. Moreover, when undulations
are smaller than the ratio ac/L( where: ac is a critical amplitude and L is a wavelength)
the interface geometry remains stable.
The geometrical interface instability was discussed in dependence of the yield
strength of BC by Karlsson [31; 32; 33; 34]. An unstable deformation of the oxide
was observed with soft bond coats where σY ≤ 250 MPa. In the case of larger σBCY
values no reverse yielding took place [31; 34]. Additionally it was reported that the
plastic strain and imperfection amplitude decrease or stop after few cycles as effect
of higher yielding limit of BC. Moreover, other effects which expand the ratcheting
domain were found, namely, i) high thermal expansion temperature misfit between
bond coat and substrate, ii) the BC temperature dependent yield strength (soft at high
temperature, but strong at room temperature).
The TGO shape distortions are also coming from lengthening of the TGO layer. In
the case of increasing the grown strain in lateral direction, convolutions at the imper-
fection periphery were found [32]. Interface shape changes were also found to depend
on the imperfection profile. However, only invert shape change was predicted in the
case of a convex imperfection. Additionally the curvature of the shape is thought to
have an influence on stress development.
Depending on the grains size of the TGO creep processes can take place [42; 43; 44;
46]. The major changes were obtained in the TGO layer itself. After cooling to ambient
temperature the localization of tensile stresses at the tip of asperity were reported [44].
Moreover, if the oxidation rate is fast compared to creep rate, large tensile stresses were
obtained in the TBC and the BC. This can lead to crack formation at the TBC valleys
and at the BC peaks. Some design considerations were drawn, such us, the suggestion
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of a soft bond coat which relaxes the stresses at operation temperature. Additionally,
the volumetric expansion of the TGO which is related to oxidation should further be
as small as possible. This means that the oxidation rate should also be minimized.
Studies by Ba¨cker [4] show that TGO and TBC creep is beneficial for the lifetime of
TBC’s as tensile radial stresses decrease in the TGO and TBC layers. Therefore critical
thickness of the oxide layer when failure occurs shifts to higher values from 7µm to
10µm.
Pre-existing free traction planes in TBC’s such as voids, microcraks were studied
[33] with introduction of a crack in to the TBC model. It was found that instability
develops preferentially in zones where defects such as free traction planes exist.
Not only was the FE-method used to simulate stress development and preexisting
cracks in the TBC, but also the higher-order theory for functionally graded materi-
als [41]. A crack above the tip of asperity was considered. It was found that normal
stresses are not sufficient to provide necessary crack-driving forces with increasing ox-
ide film thickness. Additionally, it was shown that the concentration of stresses always
appears at the crack tip in the case of the absence of oxide layer without consideration
of actual bond coat microstructure. Considering the microstructure of the bond coat
reduces radial stress field at the tip of crack above the peak of interface, but increases
the shear stress field at the crack tip and provides the necessary crack driving forces.
It was pointed out that increasing the TGO thickness further increases the shear stress
field.
As the TGO thickness plays an important role on stress developments and on life-
time, the oxide scale thickness was correlated with the lifetime of TBC system by
claiming existence of critical value of the TGO thickness when failure occurs. Not
only a 2D geometry of the oxide layer has been considered. Jinnestrand et al. 2001 [30]
focused on a 3D geometrical oxide shape. The work also confirmed the high impact
of oxide thickness on stress field developments in the TBC system. Moreover, it was
pointed out [17; 18] that particularly in TBC’s with an irregular interface shape, the
morphological parameter influences the critical thickness of the TGO layer. It was re-
ported that the critical crack length is one of the parameters, which can be correlated
to the time when spallation would occur. Such a critical value of 8 [mm] has been
estimated by Vaßen at al. [51].
The researchers tend to take a simple mechanical approach, such as combining
stress results and experimental data to predict lifetime [49]. Other life predictionmeth-
ods are based on energy release rate and stress distribution trying to predict crack
growth [23; 47]. A pre-existing crack above the peak in the TBC has been considered
by Sfar [47]. It was found that energy release rate strongly depends on oxide growth
modes (isotropic, anisotropic). Moreover, it was pointed out that BC creep does not
influence the results of energy release rate in the oxidation phase. Only prominent
changes have been obtained during cooling phase. However, in this work TBC creep
has not been considered. It was reported by others [38; 52; 53], that energy release rate
depends also on imperfection and crack length.
Simulation of TBC degradation based on a cohesive zone model was performed
by Caliez et al. 2003 [11]. The crack has been placed between bond coat and oxide
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layer. The model shows a decrease of mechanical properties at the BC/TGO interface
via degradation. Moreover, it was pointed out that the energy release rate is a local
parameter and depends on the assumption of a fixed ratio between amplitude and
wavelength as well as on the assumption of a periodic unit cell.
As transition from compression to tension of the radial stress at the valley of the
TBC occurs during cycling thermal oxidation and by that promotes crack propagation
in the TBC. Therefore possible improvements were proposed [29; 39; 45]. It was sug-
gested that the interface BC/TBC should have a flat shape. This will reduce radial
stress across interface. Moreover it was suggested to create a creep-resistant bond coat
which will reduce further interface roughness by preventing rumpling. Additionally
it has been pointed out an elimination of the splat boundaries in APS TBC, would
result in an increase of durability. The elimination of these splats could be reached
by a new spray method described by Jadhav [29]. To improve the strain tolerance
of TBC, an introduction of vertical cracks (perpendicular to BC/TBC interface) was
suggested. Additionally it was pointed out that introducing oxygen vacancies (point
defects) would reduce thermal conductivity as well as sintering kinetics.
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3.1 Introduction
A body subjected to external or internal loads, deformation process takes place. One
distinguishes between elastic, plastic or viscous plastic deformation. Elastic deforma-
tion fully recovers after unloading and no additional stress is introduced into the body.
To fully describe the process of deformation and its importance on FE-calculations, the
terms of stress and strain definitions need to be defined.
3.1.1 Strain
Let us imagine the continuous body at time tn which occupies the space βn. This state
will be referred to in the following as reference configuration. After deformation at the
time tn+1 the body occupies the new space βn+1 and is called current configuration.
Taking the line element dX at the reference configuration under assumption that after
deformation this element stays linear, the new line element can be expressed as the
relation between both configurations βn+1 and βn (Fig. 3.1):
dx =
∂x
∂X
dX (3.1)
where ∂x∂X is called deformation gradient and usually written as F , dX is the linear el-
ement at reference configuration and dx is the linear element at current configuration.
Because the transformation is reversible, an inverse tensor F exists. Thus Eq. (3.1) can
be rewritten as.
dX = F−1dx (3.2)
Taking in to account the length of the linear element at reference and current con-
figuration respectively, the following relations are obtained:
ds2 = dxdx (3.3)
dS2 = dXdX (3.4)
Substituting equations (3.1) and (3.2) to (3.3), respectively (3.4) gives.
ds2 = FdXFdX (3.5)
= dXF TFdX
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Figure 3.1: Total deformation gradient
dS2 = F−1dxF−1dx (3.6)
= dx
(
F TF
)−1
dx
where ds is the length of the linear element at the current configuration and dS is the
length of the linear element at the reference configuration.
To calculate the strain we need to know the difference in length between the linear
elements ds2− dS2. Taking in to account equations (3.5) and (3.6), the difference ds2−
dS2 can be expressed at reference (3.7) or current (3.8) configuration, respectively.
ds2 − dS2 = dXF TFdX − dXdX (3.7)
= dX
(
F TF − 1) dX
ds2 − dS2 = dxdx− dx (F TF )−1 dx (3.8)
= dx
(
1− (F TF )−1) dx
The expression in brackets can be written in the following way to represent Lagrange
(3.9) and Euler (3.10) strain tensors.
E =
1
2
(
F TF − 1) (3.9)
e =
1
2
(
1− (F TF )−1) (3.10)
The strain tensor has in general 6 independent variables. The deformation field is
described by three independent variables. Therefore, relations exist to constrain the
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strain tensor. Those constrains are called consistency condition (3.11).
εij,kl + εkl,ij − εik,jl − εjl,ik = 0 (3.11)
The deformation process is related to external or internal loads, but the solid body
has to remain in equilibrium. This requires that two parts of a solid body, divided by
any plane, have to be in equilibrium.
3.1.2 Stress
Let us assume a plane Π, dividing a solid body and take within a small area ∆A with
a point P. On this area acts a force ∆F (Fig. 3.2). By taking a limit as follows:
σ = lim
∆A→0
∆F
∆A
(3.12)
the stress at point P becomes defined. The stress vector (Ti) is acting on Π plane,
Figure 3.2: Stress at point P
relative to the (3.13) normal vector ni and the stress tensor (σij).
Ti = σij · nj (3.13)
Stresses act at any point in solid bodies and have in general 9 independent values. In
the no momentum theory these stresses are reduced to 6 independent variables and
are equal in symmetry.
σij = σji (3.14)
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Moreover, the stresses act in a constitutive (3.15) relation with strain.
σij = Cijklεkl (3.15)
Where Cijkl is a 4 rank stiffness tensor.
3.1.3 Strain decomposition
Fig. 3.1 shows the total deformation gradient F between a reference and a current con-
figuration. We can imagine the existence of an intermediate configuration, represent-
ing elastic, thermal, plastic, viscoplastic, oxidation induced, or other deformations.
Total strain is an additive composition of other strains coming from intermediate
configurations (3.16). In its incremental form it can be written as(3.17).
εtot = εel + εth + εpl + εcr + εox + ... (3.16)
dεtot = dεel + dεth + dεpl + dεcr + dεox + ... (3.17)
Knowing total strain after loading, the elastic strain can be calculated if the other strain
components are known.
3.1.3.1 Thermal strain
Changing the temperature causes material to shrink or to expand. In the simplest case
this is a proportional relation of the temperature decrease or rise. The proportional
parameter is called coefficient of thermal expansion (αth). Thermal strains are defined
by (3.18)
∆εthij = α
th
ij∆T · δij (3.18)
where ∆T is the change in temperature.
However a difference exists between the physical and the engineering thermal ex-
pansion coefficient The physical definition of the thermal expansion coefficient is
simply the temperature derivation operator over the thermal strain (3.19).
α ≡ dεth
dT
(3.19)
To calculate thermal strain at any time the integration of Eq. (3.19) has to be preformed.
εth =
∫ T1
T0
αdT (3.20)
Using the definition of the secant operator, thermal strain can on the other hand be
express in the following way (3.21).
εth ≡ αˆ · (T − Tref ) (3.21)
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Where αˆ is a engineering or secant thermal expansion coefficient, T is the current tem-
perature and Tref is a temperature of the strain free state. In any experiment the mea-
sured values are thermal strain. The division of this strain by the difference between
current and reference temperature defines the engineering coefficient. Such an ap-
proach is simpler, as the integration does not have to be performed.
3.1.3.2 Plastic strain
Deformation involving energy dissipation with no time dependence is called plastic
deformation. Due to energy dissipation the process of deformation is history or path
dependent. In 1928 von Mises proposed a general mathematical approach of the con-
stitutive equation for plasticity. He proposed that an existing plastic potential Q(σ)
and the plastic strain rate are represented by relation (3.22).
˙
εplij = λ˙
∂Q(σij)
∂σij
(3.22)
Where λ˙ is a proportional and positive scalar factor. To determine this factor the yield
criteria is used. This criterion describes the initial plastic surface. The general form of
the yield function is
F (σij) = 0 (3.23)
In the case of isotropic material the yield depends on the stress invariant J1 = tr(σ),
J2 = 12 (σii · σkk − σij · σij) and J3 = det[σij ]. For metallic materials the yield function
is independent of hydrostatic pressure. So plastic yielding is only related to deviator
stress. Following theMaxwell-Huber-VonMisses criterionwe can express the yielding
surface as function of the second invariant (J ′2) on the deviator stress (Sij = σij −
1
3σkkδij). The stresses within the structure cannot exceed a critical value κ, otherwise
plastic deformation takes place.
J ′2 − κ2 = 0 for yielding or plastic deformation (3.24)
J ′2 < κ
2 for elastic deformation (3.25)
In the case the yield function is equal to the plastic potential the behavior is called
associated plastic flow. Dissipative time dependent deformation is called creep or
visco-plastic deformation.
3.1.3.3 Creep strain
A large number of creep equations have been proposed to meet the experimental ma-
terial response. The creep response has in general three different parts. The first part
is primary creep, followed by a secondary and finally a tertiary part. To describe the
material response, a new law covering primary and secondary part is proposed in the
present work.
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The creep strain rate following a general form (3.26) can be written as follows.
ε˙cr = f cr(p, σˆ, εˆcr, t) (3.26)
where:
εˆcr is the uniaxial equivalent ”creep” strain, conjugate to Mises or Hill
equivalent stress
p is the equivalent pressure stress, p = 13σii
σˆ is the equivalent deviatoric stress (Mises’ or if anisotropic creep behav-
ior is defined the Hill’s definition).
In its general form, the creep law is written as
ε˙cr = A′σˆn
′
e−
ˆεcr
ε′ +A′′σˆn
′′
e−
ˆεcr
ε′′ +Aσˆn (3.27)
This law is a function of σˆ, εˆcr and time (3.28)
εcr = f(σˆ, εˆcr, t) (3.28)
To calculate the change in creep strain in a derived time increment Eq. (3.27) can be
written in the form:
∆εcr =
(
A′σˆn
′
e−
εˆcr
ε′ +A′′σˆn
′′
e−
εˆcr
ε′′ +Aσˆn
)
∆t (3.29)
Additionally other derivations can be defined ( 3.30 to 3.32).
∂∆εcr
∂σˆ
=
(
A′n′σˆn
′−1e−
εˆcr
ε′ +A′′n′′σˆn
′′−1e−
εˆcr
ε′′ +Anσˆn−1
)
∆t (3.30)
∂∆εcr
∂εˆcr
=
(
A′σˆn
′
e−
εˆcr
ε′ · −1
ε′
+A′′σˆn
′′
e−
εˆcr
ε′′ · −1
ε′′
)
∆t (3.31)
= −
(
A′σˆn′e−
εˆcr
ε′ ·
ε′
+
A′′σˆn′′e−
εˆcr
ε′′
ε′′
)
∆t (3.32)
Setting A′′ in eq. (3.27) to 0 a reduce law (3.33) is obtained.
˙εcr = A′σˆn
′
e−
ˆεˆcr
ε′ +Aσˆn (3.33)
A reduce implementation has been choosen to avoid unnecessary numerical opera-
tion. The full set of equations for the user creep subroutine in HKS/ABAQUS is listed
bellow (3.34,3.35 and 3.37)
∆εcr =
(
A′σˆn
′
e−
εˆcr
ε′ +Aσˆn
)
∆t (3.34)
∂∆εcr
∂σˆ
=
(
A′n′σˆn
′−1e−
εˆcr
ε′ +Anσˆn−1
)
∆t (3.35)
∂∆εcr
∂εˆcr
= A′σˆn
′
e−
εˆcr
ε′ · −1
ε′
∆t (3.36)
= −A
′σˆn′e−
εˆcr
ε′ ·
ε′
∆t (3.37)
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3.1.3.4 Oxidation induced strain
During oxidation processes, a volume expansion of the oxide layer (TGO) takes place.
Thus can be represented numerically in terms of swelling strain. The equation to for-
mulate oxidation as swelling strain has been derived and implemented intoHKS/ABAQUS,
as explained by the following.
Oxidation kinetics has been identified in isothermal oxidation experiments and
fitted to Eq.(3.38) by Echsler [15].
dox =
(
Aox · e−
EA
R·T · t
)nox
(3.38)
The swelling strain used by the user subroutine is a true strain. Therefore the oxidation
scale thickness of a defined time step is expressed as true strain (3.39)
εox = ln
(
doxtot
dox0
)
(3.39)
where doxtot is the thickness at the end of the step and dox0 is the thickness at the begin-
ning. From equation (3.39) we can explicitly write the increment of oxidation strain as
(3.41).
∆εox = ln
(
doxtot
dox0
)
− ln
(
doxt
dox0
)
(3.40)
= ln
(
doxtot
doxt
)
(3.41)
The total thickness of TGO can be expressed as (3.42).
doxtot = d
ox
t +∆d
ox (3.42)
where doxt is the thickness at the beginning of the previous step. Substituting equation
(3.42) in to the (3.41) gives (3.44).
∆εox = ln
(
doxt +∆d
ox
doxt
)
(3.43)
= ln
(
1 +
∆dox
doxt
)
(3.44)
Let’s express the thickness of TGO by oxidation strain, taking into account eq. (3.39).
doxt = d
ox
0 · eε
ox
t (3.45)
The increase of TGO thickness can be formulated explicitly from eq. (3.42).
∆dox = doxt=tend − doxt=tend−∆t (3.46)
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Substituting the TGO thicknesses in Eq. 3.46 at the end and the beginning of the time
step by Eq. 3.38 the following relation is obtained.
∆dox =
(
Aox · e−
EA
R·T · tend
)nox − (Aox · e− EAR·T · (tend −∆t))nox (3.47)
Finally substituting Eq. (3.47) and using Eq. (3.45) into Eq. (3.44) we can express an in-
crement of oxidation strain in a form, suitable for the implementation intoHKS/ABAQUS.
∆εox = ln
1 +
(
Aox · e−
EA
R·T · tend
)nox − (Aox · e− EAR·T · (tend −∆t))nox
dox0 · eεoxt
 (3.48)
3.1.3.5 Elastic strain
It has been shown that addictive decomposition of strain required to calculate at any
step plastic, creep and oxidation strain in order to obtain elastic strain. Knowing all
strain componets the stiffness tensor is calculated and stresses are obtained.
3.2 Governing equations of solid body deformation.
To describemathematically the problem of solid body deformation the following equa-
tions have to be written.
σij,j + pi = 0 (3.49)
εij =
1
2
(ui,j + uj,i + ui,kuj,k) (3.50)
σij = Cijklεkl (3.51)
σij = σji (3.52)
σijnj = tˆi (3.53)
ui = uˆi (3.54)
Equation (3.49) represents the equilibrium between solid and body loads. Addition-
ally, a geometrical relation between displacement and strain (3.50) and the constitutive
relation (3.51) are defined . Finally boundary conditions namely, traction forces (3.53)
and displacements conditions (3.54) are applied at the surface.
It is difficult to solve analytically such a mechanical problem when complex struc-
tures are involved. Therefore, different numerical techniques have been developed
in order to calculate the stress response of a structure on various loading conditions.
The finite element method [14; 35; 48; 54; 55] (FEM) is very well established in science
and engineering. The biggest advantage of this method is a symmetric and sparse
stiffness matrix. Although unsymmetrical stiffness comes from unsymmetrical consti-
tute laws, such as nonassociated plastic flow. The FE-method bases on the principle of
minimum potential energy and it is a so-called weak formulation. The strong formu-
lation relates to an approximation of partial differential equations.
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3.2.1 Total potential principle for linear mechanics.
It has been shown in a number of textbooks [14; 35; 54; 55] that the total potential is
represented by equation
J(ui) =
∫
V
(
1
2
σijεij − piui
)
dV −
∫
∂Vσ
tˆiuid(∂V ) (3.55)
=
∫
V
(
1
2
Cijklui,juk,l − piui
)
dV −
∫
∂Vσ
tˆiuid(∂V ) (3.56)
where: σijεij - strain energy, piui - internal work, tˆiui - external work.
Stationarity of the functional requires that.
δJ =
∂J
∂ui
dui = 0 (3.57)
δJ =
∫
V
(Cijklui,jδuk,l − piδui)dV −
∫
∂Vσ
tˆiδuid(∂V ) (3.58)
=
∫
V
[
(Cijklui,jδuk),l − (Cijklui,j),l δuk − piδui
]
dV (3.59)
−
∫
∂Vσ
tˆiδuid(∂V )
=
∫
V
Cijkl · ui,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
σkl
nlδukdV −
∫
V
(Cijklui,j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
σij
,l + pi
 δuidV (3.60)
−
∫
∂Vσ
tˆiδuid(∂V )
=
∫
V
(
σklnl − tˆi
)
δukd(∂V )−
∫
V
(σij,l + pi) δuidV (3.61)
From equation (3.61) the traction forces and equilibrium equation have been obtained.
To derive a final set of FE equations the displacement field approximation has to be
defined. It is difficult to propose a general form of displacement field approximation
in the body. Therefore, structures can be divided by small volumes, which are called
elements. Every element (Fig. 3.3) has a number of nodes where the displacement field
is approximated.
A small strain for an element in the three dimensions Cartesian coordinate system
can be represented as:
εx
εy
εz
γxy
γyz
γzx

=

∂
∂x 0 0
0 ∂∂x 0
0 0 ∂∂x
∂
y
∂
∂x 0
0 ∂∂z
∂
∂y
∂
∂z 0
∂
∂x

︸ ︷︷ ︸
G

u
v
w
 (3.62)
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Figure 3.3: 8-node ”brick” element
where:
u =

u
v
w
 =

∑8
i=1Niq
x
i∑8
i=1Niq
y
i∑8
i=1Niq
z
i
 = Nq (3.63)
In the eq.( 3.63) the approximation was written for a three dimensional eight node
element. Where Ni is a shape function at node i and q is the displacement at node i.
Using an operator G on function u, v, w the strain matrix can be represented as:
ε =

∂N1
∂x 0 0
∂N2
∂x 0 0 . . .
0 ∂N1∂x 0 0
∂N2
∂x 0 . . .
0 0 ∂N1∂x 0 0
∂N2
∂x . . .
∂N1
∂x
∂N1
∂y 0
∂N2
∂x
∂N2
∂y 0 . . .
0 ∂N1∂z
∂N1
∂y 0
∂N2
∂z
∂N2
∂y . . .
∂N1
∂z 0
∂N1
∂x
∂N2
∂z 0
∂N2
∂x . . .

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
·q (3.64)
qT = {qx1 , qy1 , qx1 , qx2 , qy2 , qx2 , . . . , qx8 , qy8 , qx8} (3.65)
Substituting (3.64) and (3.63) into (3.55) gives (3.66). Additionally the additive of inte-
gration by elements has been taken in to account.
J(q) =
elements∑
i=1
∫
V
(
1
2
qtBTCBq− pNq
)
dV −
elements∑
i=1
∫
∂Vσ
tˆNqd(∂V ) (3.66)
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For a minimum of total potential energy the stiffness matrix is obtained:
elements∑
i=1
∫
V
(
BTCB
)
dV q =
elements∑
i=1
∫
V
(pN)dV +
elements∑
i=1
∫
∂Vσ
tˆNd(∂V ) (3.67)
where:
K =
∑elements
i=1
∫
V
(
BTCB
)
dV is the Stiffnes matrix
FB =
∑elements
i=1
∫
V (pN)dV are body loads
Fσ =
∑elements
i=1
∫
∂Vσ
tˆNd(∂V ) are external loads
Finally, equations of FEM can be written in the matrix -vector form (3.68).
K · q = FB + Fσ (3.68)
FE generally represents an approximation of C0 continuity of the displacement field.
The definition of strain is related to the gradient deformation tensor F . Therefore,
standards FE-method utilize discontinuity in strain and stress fields.
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data
The present chapter gives a review of the methodology for modeling of an experi-
mental setup with a thermal barrier coating system and the materials data. Some
simplifications have been assumed in order to enable computation in reasonable time.
However, to provide a realistic response the complexity of materials behavior such as
nonlinear time dependent response has been considered. The local geometry of the
BC/ TBC interface layer plays a major role. Therefore different interface geometries
have been considered for the numerical study.
4.1 Geometry of specimen
The sample considered as experimental counterpart for the numerical simulation con-
sists of a hollow cylinder. The real geometry is shown in Fig. 4.1. On the surface of the
cylinder a bond coat was applied and on top of it the thermal barrier coating. Between
those two coatings an alumina oxide layer grows during operation at high tempera-
ture. The TGO layer will referred to in the following as interface layer. The geometry
of the interface is very complex. Sinusoidal, semicircular or other geometrical func-
tions like bspline, NURBS, etc can approximate the undulations of the interface. The
region of interest is at the middle part of the experimental test piece with a length of
Figure 4.1: Experimental TMF sample.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of the specimen geometry which was used for the sim-
ulations.
20 mm. Fig. 4.2 shows a cross section and the geometrical dimensions. Specimens
have been exposed at high temperature with a loading profile equivalent to operation
conditions. The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 4.3.
Four independent variables X¯ = X(x, y, z, t) describe the process of deformation
in the experimental system. Where x, y, z are positions in Cartesian coordinate system
and t is the time variable. It can be concluded that a minimum of two dimensions are
required, such as radial position and time. To describe the interface shape it is not pos-
sible by one variable in the Cartesian coordinate system. Therefore, in this thesis the
2D problem is not considered. A 3D problem has been chosen, where two variables
are positions of a point in plane and the third one is time. A 4D problem could be con-
sidered, but it will increase the number of elements drastically. This happens, because
the interface layer has to be modeled with a fine mesh to give a proper response of
this layer.
4.2 Mesh
To generate a fine mesh on this layer, four elements over the thickness have been set.
It has to be mentioned that the initial thickness of this layer is 0.5 µm as it is shown in
Fig. 4.2. The thickness of bond coat and thermal barrier coating is high compared to
the interface layer (oxide).
As the experimental specimen is axis-symmetric it can be modeled in plane A-A
with periodic shape shown in Fig. 4.4 using four nodes elements with general plane
strain approximation and reduced integration (CPEG4R [1]). Amplitude and wave-
length can parameterize this interface. By the choice of an analytical function like
sinus, semicircle and ellipse the 4 different models have been generated. In Tab. 4.1
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Figure 4.3: Experimental setup.
the parameterization is given. The mesh is shown in Figs. 4.4(a) - 4.4(d).
Reduced integration has been chosen, because the interface layer is under a high
bending and elements are significantly elongated. With a combination of plastic and
viscoplastic material behavior a locking1 problem is generated. To avoid this one can
use incompatible mode elements, but this only works when the corner angles of the
elements are close to 90o[deg]. Reduced integration has other advantages. It requires
less storage space than in full integration and the number of numerical operations
during calculation is lower as well.
Table 4.1: Interface parameterization with an amplitude of 15 µm
wavelength [µm] sinusoidal semicircle ellipse
60 ♦ ♦
90 ♦ ♦
4.3 Material data
Nonlinear behavior and large deformation are considered. The basematerial (CMSX-4)
ismostly considered as a pure elasticmaterial, all others as elastic, ideal plastic (Tab. 4.6
1the stiffness of an element is overestimated during numerical integration
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(a) Sinusoidal interface, wavelength
90 µm and amplitude 15 µm
(b) Elliptical interface, wavelength 90 µm
and amplitude 15 µm
(c) Sinusoidal interface, wavelength
60 µm and amplitude 15 µm
(d) Semicircle interface, wavelength
60 µm and amplitude 15 µm
Figure 4.4: Segment of periodic structure
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and Tab. 4.7) and viscous materials (including creep and stress relaxation). The ma-
terial properties have been considered as temperature dependent and are listed in
Tab. 4.2, Tab. 4.3, Tab. 4.4 and Tab. 4.5.
A temperature of 200o C was selected as the value at which the TBC composite
is initially stress free. It matches approximately with the process temperature for air
plasma spraying. In the case of BC and TBC primary and secondary creep stages were
taken into account (Tab. 4.9 and Tab. 4.10). The creep data were experimentally de-
termined by compression creep tests with stand-alone coatings (TBC, BC) and shear
deformation experiments on TBC composites [24; 25; 36; 37; 50]. The data were im-
plemented using Eq. 3.33. For the TGO layer with grain size below 1 µm secondary
Norton creep (4.69) properties have been assumed (Tab. 4.11).
˙εcr = A · σn (4.69)
Growing of the alumina scale at high temperature is simulated using the swelling op-
tion in ABAQUS. The oxidation process is considered to happen in the temperature
range 950o C to 1050o C (Tab. 4.12). It is modeled as an orthotropic swelling strain of
the TGO. Because the FE-Package Abaqus divides the orthotropic swelling strain by
three, the values at the input file were scaled by the same factor. Two cases with and
without oxidation in lateral direction have been studied. In the case of lateral oxida-
tion mainly 5% of TGO thickness increase have been chosen. In the third direction
(perpendicular to plane elements) the oxidation kinetics has always been set to zero.
4.4 Load and Boundary conditions
4.4.1 Thermal Loads
The load cycle consisted of thermal cycling and high temperature exposition (cyclic
oxidation), which is represented in Fig. 4.5. It consisted of four steps. First, heating
from 20o C to 1050o C in 103 s, followed by a dwell-time at 1050o C for 7200 s. Cooling
from 1050o C to 20o C took also 103 s. As a last step a holding time at low temperature
(20o C) of 900s was introduced.
4.4.2 Displacement conditions
Regarding a cylindrical co-ordinate system, the nodes lying on the edges of the seg-
ment (Fig. 4.2: left, right) have been constrained under 2’nd degree of freedom (DOF).
Constrain equations have been used additionally in order to gain a homogeneous1 ra-
dial displacement at the right and left side of the selected segment, respectively. As
general plain strain elements use extra node, all DOF in this additional node were
constrained. This is equal to plain strain approximation. If the displacement in the
direction of the thickness will be unconstrained the stress level would decrease due to
a possible deformation in the 3’rd direction.
1periodic condition of the unit cell
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Figure 4.5: Thermal cycle used in FE-simulation
Table 4.2: Elastic properties of CMSX-4
T [oC] E [GPa] ν αˆ[ 1oC ]
20 130.70 3.630E-01 1.17E-05
50 128.98 3.633E-01 1.18E-05
100 126.13 3.639E-01 1.19E-05
150 123.32 3.646E-01 1.19E-05
200 120.55 3.653E-01 1.20E-05
250 117.81 3.661E-01 1.21E-05
300 115.11 3.670E-01 1.22E-05
350 112.44 3.679E-01 1.23E-05
400 109.80 3.688E-01 1.24E-05
450 107.20 3.699E-01 1.25E-05
500 104.64 3.710E-01 1.25E-05
550 102.11 3.721E-01 1.26E-05
600 99.62 3.733E-01 1.27E-05
650 97.17 3.746E-01 1.28E-05
700 94.74 3.759E-01 1.30E-05
750 92.36 3.773E-01 1.31E-05
800 90.01 3.788E-01 1.32E-05
850 87.69 3.803E-01 1.33E-05
900 85.41 3.818E-01 1.34E-05
950 83.17 3.835E-01 1.35E-05
1000 80.96 3.852E-01 1.36E-05
1050 78.78 3.869E-01 1.38E-05
1100 76.64 3.887E-01 1.39E-05
Table 4.3: Elastic properties of BC
T [oC] E [MPa] ν αˆ[ 1oC ]
20 1.524E+05 3.11E-01 1.23E-05
50 1.511E+05 3.12E-01 1.26E-05
100 1.486E+05 3.15E-01 1.31E-05
150 1.459E+05 3.18E-01 1.34E-05
200 1.433E+05 3.20E-01 1.38E-05
250 1.411E+05 3.23E-01 1.40E-05
300 1.394E+05 3.25E-01 1.43E-05
350 1.381E+05 3.27E-01 1.45E-05
400 1.371E+05 3.30E-01 1.47E-05
450 1.364E+05 3.32E-01 1.49E-05
500 1.356E+05 3.34E-01 1.51E-05
550 1.347E+05 3.36E-01 1.52E-05
600 1.333E+05 3.38E-01 1.54E-05
650 1.311E+05 3.40E-01 1.57E-05
700 1.278E+05 3.42E-01 1.59E-05
750 1.233E+05 3.43E-01 1.62E-05
800 1.172E+05 3.45E-01 1.66E-05
850 1.094E+05 3.47E-01 1.70E-05
900 9.964E+04 3.48E-01 1.74E-05
950 8.791E+04 3.50E-01 1.80E-05
1000 7.416E+04 3.51E-01 1.86E-05
1050 5.849E+04 3.52E-01 1.94E-05
1100 4.107E+04 3.54E-01 2.02E-05
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Table 4.4: Elastic properties of TGO
T [oC] E [MPa] ν αˆ[ 1oC ]
20 4.00E+05 0.23 7.13E-06
50 7.19E-06
100 7.28E-06
150 7.37E-06
200 3.90E+05 0.23 7.47E-06
250 7.56E-06
300 7.65E-06
350 7.74E-06
400 3.80E+05 0.24 7.82E-06
450 7.91E-06
500 7.99E-06
550 8.07E-06
600 3.70E+05 0.24 8.15E-06
650 8.23E-06
700 8.31E-06
750 8.39E-06
800 3.55E+05 0.25 8.46E-06
850 8.54E-06
900 8.61E-06
950 8.68E-06
1000 3.25E+05 0.25 8.75E-06
1050 8.82E-06
1100 3.20E+05 0.25 8.88E-06
Table 4.5: Elastic properties of TBC
T [oC] E [MPa] ν αˆ[ 1oC ]
20 17.5E+05 0.2 1.0149E-05
1100 11.23E+03 0.2 1.0344E-05
Table 4.6: Plastic properties of BC
T [oC] σY [MPa]
20 868
500 807
600 562
700 321
750 265
850 117
950 66
1050 38
Table 4.7: Plastic properties of TGO
T [oC] σY [MPa]
20 8000
500 8000
1000 300
1100 300
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Table 4.8: Ni-based Superalloy Norton creep properties [40]
T [oC] A [MPa
−n
s ] n
10 4.85E-36 1
1200 2.25E-9 3
Table 4.9: BC creep properties [36; 37]
T [oC] A′[MPa
−n
s ] n
′ ε′cr A[
MPa−n
s ] n
750 1.25E-12 4.5 0.24 1.25E-14 4.5
850 1.40E-09 3.8 0.23 1.40E-11 3.8
950 2.30E-07 3.1 0.22 2.30E-09 3.1
1050 9.50E-06 2.55 0.21 9.50E-08 2.55
Table 4.10: TBC creep properties [24; 25; 50]
T [oC] A′[MPa
−n
s ] n
′ ε′cr A[
MPa−n
s ] n
750 2.20E-18 4.5 0.05 2.00E-22 4.5
850 2.00E-16 4.32 0.08 2.00E-20 4.32
950 9.00E-15 4.15 0.12 3.00E-18 4.15
1050 3.02E-13 3.98 0.18 3.77E-16 3.98
1150 4.80E-12 3.8 0.25 4.80E-14 3.8
Table 4.11: TGO Norton creep properties [43]
T [oC] A[MPa
−n
s ] n
750 7.3E-4 1
1050 7.3E-4 1
Table 4.12: Parameters for oxidation kinetic [15]
T [oC] Ao n Eα R
950 1.57E-15 0.33 18000 8.314
1000 0.325
1050 0.3225
Table 4.13: Cohesive BC/TGO zone properties of damage evolution energy type with
mixed mode behavior with the Benzeggagh-Kenane fracture criterion power law ([1;
5; 6]) and the exponential function of softening
Maximal damage = 0.998
Thickenss
of cohesive
layer [µm]
Penalty
factor[ Nmm ]
σc[MPa] τ c[MPa] GcI [
J
m2
] GcII [
J
m2
] B-K power
factor
0.0 108 600 1200 20 40 1.45
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In this chapter the investigation by successive and stepwise consideration of the pa-
rameters, continuous TGO growth, lateral TGO growth, BC ideal plastic, TGO ideal
plastic, BC creep, TBC creep and TGO creep are presented. All presented results com-
prise the stress values at room temperature after 1st, 51st, 101st and 161st cycle and
are radial stresses. In all studied cases under thermal cycling with dwell-time the
formation of aluminum oxide was considered. The thickness increased continuously
(except the parametric study) at high temperature following the experimentally deter-
mined kinetics up to 5.7 µm. This process considerably increased the local stresses at
the interface region. Additionally a long calculation consisting of 621 cycles has been
simulated resulting in 8.6 µm of TGO thickness.
5.1 Basic influence of material properties on stress response
and stress evolution
Here, systematic studies of the influence of different material properties are presented
and are itemized with capital latin letters as shown in Tab. 5.1.
5.1.1 Influence of TGO growth stresses (case A)
High temperature diffusion of aluminum together with diffusion of oxygen to the
BC/TBC interface results in the formation of an oxide-layer (TGO). The formation
of alumina (Al2O3) involves an expansion of the crystallographic volume [7]. This
volume change contributes to the stress development in TBCs.
Moreover, the layers in TBCs have different material properties. The interactions
of adjacent layers introduce local stresses. The stress levels and its field distribution
are a function of TGO thickness.
5.1.1.1 Elastic calculation with parametric TGO thickness values
When the system is purely elastic and oxidation is taken into account using differ-
ent, but not time dependent thickness values, stress response is independent of time.
The stress state at RT, shown in Fig. 5.1 is thus determined by mismatch stresses after
cooling from a temperature where the system is stress free (200oC) to ambient tem-
perature (20oC). The stress field of a sinusoidal interface with a TGO thickness of
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(a) Sinusoidal δ = 0.5mum (b) Sinusoidal δ = 2 µm (c) Sinusoidal δ = 5 µm
(d) Semicircle δ = 0.5 µm (e) Semicircle δ = 2 µm (f) Semicircle δ = 5 µm
MPa
Figure 5.1: Radial stress distribution at the interface at room temperature. Fully elastic
simulations with 3 different TGO thickness values (δ) and two different shapes of the
interface. All stresses are in MPa.
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Table 5.1: Assignment of different inelastic material properties used for different FE
simulations.
Case Creep Plastic Comments
A Parametric studies of TGO thickness values
B Out-of-plane continuous oxidation
C Out-of-plane continuous oxidation includ-
ing 5% of lateral oxidation
D BC Out-of-plane continuous oxidation includ-
ing 5% of lateral oxidation
E TGO Out-of-plane continuous oxidation includ-
ing 5% of lateral oxidation
F BC and TGO Out-of-plane continuous oxidation includ-
ing 5% of lateral oxidation
G BC TGO Out-of-plane continuous oxidation includ-
ing 5% of lateral oxidation
H BC BC and TGO Out-of-plane continuous oxidation includ-
ing 5% of lateral oxidation
I TBC BC and TGO Out-of-plane continuous oxidation includ-
ing 5% of lateral oxidation
J BC and TBC BC and TGO Out-of-plane continuous oxidation includ-
ing 5% of lateral oxidation (Reference case)
0.5µm is shown in Fig. 5.1(a) . The stress response with a TGO thickness of 2µm is
presented in Fig. 5.1(b), and with 5µm in Fig. 5.1(c). The stress response with 3 dif-
ferent TGO thickness values was also performed on a model with semicircle interface
(Figs. 5.1(d) - 5.1(f)). To better visualize the local stress distribution in the TBC, three
paths have been chosen along which radial stresses would be shown in more detail
(Fig. 5.3, Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5). The locations of the paths (one in TBC, one in TGO and
one in BC) are shown schematically in Fig. 5.2.
Fig. 5.3 shows the stress distribution along the BC path. The left part presents
results for the sinusoidal interface, while in the right part results for the semicircle
interface are presented, for all three different TGO thickness values. Comparing these
stresses one can see that the absolute values are higher for the sinusoidal case. The
radial stress distribution along the TGO path is presented in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 gives
the radial stresses along the TBC path respectively. The stress values in the TBC
path at the peak (Fig. 5.5 left) decreased faster in case of sinusoidal interface than
for the semicircle shape (Fig. 5.5 right). The parametric study confirmed previous
findings, that TGO growth acts as a driving force of stress transition at valleys of TBC
from compressive to tensile (Fig. 5.5) and from tensile to compressive above the peak
asperity in the TBC. However, the transition from compressive to tensile stresses in
the valley region occurs at a smaller TGO thickness for the semicircle shape compared
to the sinusoidal shape. Moreover, the tensile stresses are generally smaller for the
semicircle shape. In contrast to the valley region, above asperity peaks the stresses
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Figure 5.2: Path lines for radial stresses visualization.
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Figure 5.3: Radial Stress distribution along BC path from valley to the peak of the
TGO interface with three different TGO thickness values and two diverse shapes of
the interface BC/TBC.
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Figure 5.4: Radial Stress distribution along TGO path from valley to the peak of the
TGO interface with three different TGO thickness values and two diverse shapes of
the interface BC/TBC.
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Figure 5.5: Radial Stress distribution along TBC path from valley to the peak of the
TGO interface with three different TGO thickness values and two diverse shapes of
the interface BC/TBC.
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change from tensile to compressive when the TGO thickness is changed from 0.5 µm
to 5 µm. The result is also in agreement with early published results [12]. For the
reason of a more severe stress state, the calculations in the following chapters will
be limited to the sinusoidal interface. The maximum stresses for different thickness
values are located at the peak of BC ( Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.3).
5.1.1.2 Elastic calculation with continuous TGO growth without lateral oxidation
(case B)
Oxidation is an irreversible process governed by temperature and time. In the fol-
lowing; thermal cycling is simulated as described in chapter 4.4.1 and TGO growth is
introduced according to chapter 3.1.3.4. Thickening of the TGO layer introduces very
high tensile and compressive stresses in TBCs. In Fig. 5.6 one can notice that an con-
tinuous increase of the TGO thickness is associated with a rearrangement of the stress
field in TBCs in comparison with the parametric study (Fig. 5.1). In order to better fol-
low the stress development, the limits of stress zones were defined, one in black under
compression and one in gray tone showing tensile zone. Only the areas of moderate
stresses between -60 and +60 MPa are colored. Here, the developments of compres-
sive stress zones have been observed at the peak region of BC. This compressive stress
zone was formed at an early stage of thermal cycling (Fig. 5.6(a)) with stresses values
below -60 MPa. Additionally at the valleys of BC two small compressive stress zones
were formed (Fig. 5.6(a)). An enlargement of this compressive zone at the peak in BC
has been observed during 100 cycles (Figs. 5.6(b) - 5.6(c)). Later in the last 60 cycles,
this stress zone has again decreased (Figs. 5.6(d)). Within the TBC, a tensile zone was
present already after the 1st cycle (Figs. 5.6(a)). It was located above the compres-
sive zone peak in the TBC. The valleys were under compression (Fig. 5.6(a)). As time
increased the compressive and tensile zones in TBC were getting bigger (Figs. 5.6(b) -
5.6(d)). In other words, the areas of stresses between 60 MPa and -60 MPa became
very narrow, 5 µm and even less. Therefore, large stress gradients exist. Within the
TGO, the oxidation process introduces a large increase of volume. As a response, the
TGO layer was exposed to tensile stresses from middle part to almost peak region
(Fig. 5.6(d)). The remaining parts of TGO were under compressive stresses Fig. 5.6.
After 161 cycles a maximal tensile stress of 27890 MPa was located in the TGO layer at
an off-peak region. Maximal compressive stress of -31080 MPa was found within the
TGO layer as indicated in Fig. 5.6.
5.1.1.3 Elastic calculation with continuous TGO growth with lateral growth (case
C)
In the last section only an increase of TGO volume normal to the interface was con-
sidered. Here, the influence of lateral oxidation on the stress response is studied addi-
tionally. A length increase of 5% of the thickness increase was taken into account. All
other parameters remained unchanged. Comparing Fig. 5.7 with Fig. 5.6 a change of
the stress zones is indicated.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.6: Development of radial stress distribution at the interface with continuous
oxidation after cooling to RT at selected cycle numbers. The TGO thickness increased
from 0.5µm at the first cycle to 5.7µm after 161 cycles. All stresses are displayed in
MPa.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.7: Radial stress distribution after cooling to RT at the interface with contin-
uous oxidation, considering additionally (5%) lateral oxidation. The TGO thickness
increased from 0.5µm at the first cycle to 5.7µm after 161 cycles. All stresses are in
MPa.
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After the first cycle a tensile stress zone was localized at the peak of the bond coat
(Fig. 5.7(a)). However the valleys were occupied by compressive stresses Fig. 5.7(a).
After the 51st cycle the tensile stresses at the peak of BC switched to compressive
stresses Fig. 5.7(b). During cycling the compressive and tensile stress values increased.
Moreover large stress gradients were formed.
One can note that the TGO layerwas almost completely under compressive stresses,
after the first cycle Fig. 5.7(a). However, very small off-peak regions had small tensile
zones. The consequence of thickening and lengthening of oxide layer was an expan-
sion of these tensile zones at off-peak regions Figs. 5.7(b) - 5.7(d).
The off-peak and above valley regions within the TBC were under tensile stresses
revealing continuous tensile paths to the boundaries of the unit cell. Moreover five
compressive stress zones were obtained in the TBC, namely at valleys, at the peak
region and above the tensile zones at valleys Fig. 5.7(a). Major changes during cycling
in the TBC layer were found above the peak region and above valleys. Above the peak
in TBC a tensile zone was created (Fig. 5.7(b)). During the following 101 cycles all local
stress zones were expanded, resulting in large stress gradients (Fig. 5.7(d)).
The increase of the TGO length introduced a continuous tensile path into the TBC
layer from off-peak region to the boundaries of the unit cell Fig. 5.7(d). The presence
of tensile stresses across the thickness of the TGO layer was not observed. Only two
tensile zones were obtained at off-peak regions (Fig. 5.7(d)).
Major changes can be noted in the BC layer. There, the BC peak was under tensile
stresses except the small tip region (Fig. 5.7(d)). In the case without lateral oxidation
the peak was fully under compressive stresses (Fig. 5.6(d)). Moreover, lateral oxida-
tion slightly increased the amplitude of the interface profile.
Based on the parametric study in comparison with continuous (with and without
lateral) oxidation we can conclude that parametric study does not reflect the behavior
of a real structure under continuous oxidation conditions. Moreover, the two cases
with continuous oxidation lead principally to unrealistically high stresses in all three
materials. However it was shown that not only is continuous out-of-plane oxidation
important, but also lateral oxidation plays an important role and can not be neglected.
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5.1.2 Influence of BC plasticity on elastic TBCs including continuous oxi-
dation (case D)
As shown above, an elastic TBC system would generate huge and unrealistic stresses
in BC, TGO and TBC. As these high stresses would lead to an immediate failure of
the component, the structure has to somehow decrease them, for instance by plastic
deformation. As a first non fully elastic calculation, only BC plasticity was considered,
as described in chapter 4.3. All other parameters remained unchanged.
In Fig. 5.8 the stresses in radial direction are shown in the vicinity of the oxide
layer (TGO). The stresses have been redistributed due to the plastic deformation of BC.
We can notice that the maximum tensile stress increased compared to 5.1.1.3 (elastic
case) but the maximum compressive stress decreased. In both cases the values are
indicated in Fig. 5.7(d) and Fig. 5.8(d). The maximum tensile stress moved from the
middle region in the BC to an off-peak region of the TGO close to the TBC layer. The
minimum stress did not move to a different layer but shifted to the off-peak region
close to the BC layer. Major changes were obtained in the BC layer. A tensile stress
zone was located in the BC at the tip of asperity. The valleys of BC were occupied by
compressive stresses (Fig. 5.8(a)). The evolution of the stress field in BC during cycling
is shown in Fig. 5.8. The tensile stresses zone with stresses above 60 MPa expanded
slightly in time. Moreover the compressive stress zone also expanded. However the
stress gradients in BC were significantly smaller than in the previous calculation.
The TGO layer has developed tensile zones at off-valley regions close to the BC
and at off-peak regions close to the TBC. Other parts of TGO were under compressive
stresses (Fig. 5.8). The plastic deformation of the BC influenced also stresses in the TBC
layer. The valleys in TBC at the beginning were occupied by tensile stresses. Only
the peak of the TBC was under compression (Fig. 5.8(a)). However during cycling
two compressive stress zones developed at valleys as shown in Fig. 5.8(b). Fig. 5.8(d)
shows the distribution of radial stresses after the 161st cycle which indicates a fur-
ther expansion of the tensile and compressive zones in TBC. This expansion, like in
previous cases, created huge stress gradients.
The concentration of tensile stresses at the tip of the BC due to its plastic behavior
reflects the results of experimental investigations, that the failure crack path is located
partly in the TGO and partly in the TBC. Moreover, the stress conversion from ten-
sile to compressive at the tip of the BC was obtained in the purely elastic case, but
in the case of BC plastic behavior it was not observed (Fig. 5.7(d)). Further, the con-
tinuous tensile path in TBC from off-peak to the boundary of the unit cell was more
pronounced and included a larger area (Fig 5.8(d)) than in the elastic case (Fig 5.7(d)).
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(a) 1cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.8: Radial stress distribution at the interface with continuous oxidation, in-
cluding 5% lateral oxidation and BC plasticity.
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5.1.3 Influence of TGO plasticity on elastic TBCs including continuous ox-
idation (case E)
As the oxide layer is growing, its material properties have presumably a bigger impact
on stress development in TBCs. Ideal plastic behavior of the oxide was assumed.
All other materials were purely elastic and the remaining parameters were identical
with previous calculations. As the growing oxide introduced huge stresses plastic
deformation took place rather early. In Fig. 5.9 the contour plot of radial stresses is
shown. In the TBC layer tensile stresses were present at valleys and above the peak.
These tensile zones were separated by compressive zones located above the valleys
(from boundaries of the unit cell to off-peak regions Figs. 5.9(b) - 5.9(d)).
After 1st cycle (Fig. 5.9(a)) mostly compressive stresses were obtained in the TGO
layer. Only peak and valleys were under tensile stresses. During thermal cycling
this very small tensile zone at the peak of the TGO expanded over the peak region
(Fig. 5.9(d)). Development of tensile zones at valleys of the TGO close to TBC were
observed in the horizontal direction (Figs. 5.9(b) - 5.9(d)). At 101st cycle they created a
continuous paths across the TGO thickness. The redistribution of stresses in the TGO
causes a stress concentration at the peak of the BC. The valleys of BC were occupied
by a compressive zone Fig. 5.9(c).
Considering plastic behavior of TGO, themaximum stress valueswere below 5.4 GPa
and much smaller than in all previous calculations. Moreover the areas occupied by
these tensile stress zones decreased.
5.1.4 Influence of BC and TGO plasticity (case F)
A new simulation has been carried out to check the influence of the BC and TGO
plastic behavior on stress development in TBCs. The TBC was fully elastic and also all
other parameters remained unchanged.
The stresses decreased significantly in comparison with the previous calculations.
The maximum tensile stress was located at the peak of BC (see Fig. 5.10), just below
the maximum compressive stress (-2.5 GPa) inside the TGO.
After the first cycle tensile stresses were obtained in TBC at off-valley and off-peak
regions (Fig. 5.10(a)). Over the next 50 cycles the tensile zones were extended. Further
cycling resulted in the creation of small new tensile zones next to the bottom part at the
valleys (Fig. 5.10(d)). Additionally small compressive stress zones were obtained after
the first cycle at valleys and the peak of TBC (Fig. 5.10(a)). These compressive zones in-
creased during cycling up to the 101st cycle (Fig. 5.10(c)). Then the compressive zones
in the valley decreased while the compressive zone at peak increased (Fig. 5.10(d)).
Within the TGO layer a small tensile zone was created at the peak (Fig. 5.10(a))
during the first cycle. All other parts of the TGO were under compressive stresses
below 60 MPa. After the 51st cycle (Fig. 5.10(b)) the whole TGO was subjected to
compressive stresses. After another 111 cycles, two small tensile zones at off-peak
regions of the TGOwere obtained (Fig. 5.10(d)). In the BC (Fig. 5.10(a)) tensile stresses
were concentrated at the peak during the first cycle. Compressive stress zones were
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.9: Radial stress distribution at the interface with continuous oxidation, in-
cluding 5% of lateral oxidation. The TGO is modeled as ideal plastic. All other mate-
rials are purely elastic.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.10: Radial stress distribution with continuous oxidation and plastic behavior
of BC and TGO.
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obtained at valleys. During cycling the tensile zone expanded (Fig. 5.10(b) - 5.10(a))
and the compressive zones increased (Fig. 5.10(d)).
Fig. 5.10 further shows a geometrical instability in the TGO layer due to strong
plastic deformation of BC and the TGO layer. The deformed oxide layer became
thicker at the peak Fig. 5.10(d). Moreover, the shape of TGO layer was no longer
perfectly sinusoidal. As a result, the tensile and compressive stresses decreased in
comparison with the previous cases.
5.1.5 Influence of BC creep
In the previous calculations time independent stress redistribution was studied for the
TGO and the BC. However, at high temperature creep relaxation takes place. Creep re-
laxation and plastic deformation involve different mechanisms of deformations such
as the movement of dislocations and deformation on slip planes. Therefore, results
obtained by simulating only plastic response of the BC might not be sufficient to ob-
tain a real response of the TBCs under thermal cycling loading with dwell time at hot
temperature. Thus, the influence of BC creep on stress field development will be de-
scribed in the following. The time dependent creep properties were implemented, as
mentioned in section 3.1.3.3.
5.1.5.1 Influence of the BC creep behavior and TGO plastic behavior on stress de-
velopment in TBCs including continuous oxidation (case G)
Fig. 5.11 shows the stress distribution in radial direction at the end of the 1st, 51st,
101st and 161st cycle. Because stress redistribution via creep relaxation takes place
even at low stresses a lower stress level was generally obtained.
Tensile stresses developed within the TBC after the first cycle at off-valley re-
gions and at off-peak regions Fig. 5.11(a). However the valleys, middle parts and
the peak were occupied by compressive stresses. These separate tensile zones at off-
valley and at off-peak on the left and right side have joined and formed two tensile
zones located at the left and right side from off-peak to the boundary of the unit cell
(Figs. 5.11(c) - 5.11(d)). At the valleys these compressive stresses in the TBC have
increased. Additionally, the compressive stress zone at the peak of TBC expanded.
However, at 51st cycle a tensile zone above the peak has been obtained in the TBC
layer Fig. 5.11(b). Tensile stresses at this zone first increased Fig. 5.11(c), but than de-
creased again Fig. 5.11(d).
Within the TGO layer (Fig. 5.11(a)) tensile stresses have occupied the peak of as-
perity already after the first cycle. This tensile zone decreased in size and switched
fully to compressive (Fig. 5.11(b)). Instead two small tensile zones were formed after
the 161 cycles at off-peak positions (Fig. 5.11(d)). All other parts of the TGO remained
under compression.
As it was seen before in the cases of: 5.1.2, 5.1.3, and 5.1.4, the tensile stresses in
the BC were concentrated at the peak of the asperity (Fig. 5.11). Also the stress zones
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.11: Radial stress distribution with continuous oxidation, considering a BC
creep behavior, TGO plasticity and a fully elastic TBC.
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at valleys were compressive. Moreover, the areas occupied by the stresses below -
60 MPa were enlarged during cycling (Figs. 5.11(a) - 5.11(d)). The maximum tensile
and compressive stresses were found at the peak of the asperity in the BC and at the
peak of asperity in TGO, respectively (Fig. 5.11(d)). Additionally, geometrical insta-
bilities were obtained as in all cases with plastic deformation of TGO (formation of
inhomogeneous TGO thickness, deviations from sinusoidal shape, decrease of ampli-
tude).
Comparing the results of BC plastic behavior with BC creep behavior one can see
that the tensile stress zones in TBC over the valleys were developing slower in the case
of BC creep than in the case of BC plastic behavior.
5.1.5.2 Influence of visco-plastic BC behavior and TGO plastic behavior on stress
development in TBCs including continuous oxidation (case H)
The combined effect of creep and plastic response of BC with consideration of plastic
behavior of TGO was simulated. The implementation of creep and plastic properties
of the BC is described in chapter 3.2.1. Because two deformation mechanisms are
involved (creep and plastic) it was expected that the level of the developed stresses
would further decrease. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 5.12.
After the 1st cycle tensile zones in the TBC were obtained at four locations. During
further cycling, higher tensile stresses and larger tensile zones developed (Fig. 5.12(b)).
Moreover, the off-valley zones joined with the zone at off-peak regions and formed
a single tensile zone over the valley from off-peak to the boundary of the unit cell
(Fig. 5.12(c)). However at valleys and above the peak compressive stress zones were
present (Fig. 5.12).
A concentration of tensile stresses was observed in the TGO layer, after the 1st
cycle at the peak region. Other parts of TGO were in a compressive mode Fig. 5.12(a).
The tensile stresses at the peak region of TGO decreased and switched to compressive
during the next 50 cycles (Fig. 5.12(b)). Instead at off-peak regions in TGO, small
tensile zones were created Fig. 5.12(c). These tensile zones increased (Fig. 5.12(d)) in
size during cycling.
The relaxation and plastic deformation of BC concentrates the tensile stresses at
the peak of BC (Fig. 5.12(a)). The valleys of BC are occupied by compressive stresses.
The stress values in these three zones (two compressive and one tensile zone) also
increased during cycling Fig. 5.12(d).
Based on these results one can conclude that time dependent deformation of the
BC should be always considered in an FE-model. Otherwise the behavior of bond coat
at high temperature would not be properly reproduced. However, one can expect
an additional mechanism involved in stress redistribution which is the irreversible
deformation of the TBC. Thus the following calculations will assume TBC creep.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.12: Radial stress distribution with continuous oxidation, with a combined
elasto-plastic and creep response of BC. The TGO was modeled as elasto-ideal plastic.
Other parameters remained as in the previous calculations.
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5.1.6 Influence of TBC creep
It was shown in the previous calculations that BC and TGO are able to redistribute the
stresses via plastic and viscous deformation. The TBC was at each time considered as
fully elastic. However it was shown [24; 25] that the TBC is able to undergo a time
dependent irreversible deformation. Thus, in the following creep behavior of the TBC
is considered as described in chapter 2.2.
5.1.6.1 Influence of the BC and TGO plastic behavior with consideration of TBC
creep behavior on stress development in TBCs including continuous oxi-
dation (case I)
In a first simulation with TBC creep behavior, BC and TGO are implemented as plastic
materials. Others parameters of the simulation remain identical with the previous
ones.
Fig. 5.13 shows the radial stress distribution and its development over time. At
the end of the first cycle (Fig. 5.13(a)), tensile stresses were concentrated at the peak
of asperity in BC. The valleys of asperity in BC were under compressive stresses
Fig. 5.13(a). During cycling high tensile (grey) and compressive (black) stresses in
BC were increased and occupied bigger areas in the vicinity of asperity. These stresses
created large stress gradients (Fig. 5.13(d)).
However, a close inspection of the stress distribution after the first cycle (Fig. 5.13(a))
shows that tensile stresses were formed at off-peak regions in the TBC. The valleys in
TBC were under compressive stresses (Fig. 5.13(a)). At the peak of asperity compres-
sive stresses were present. During cycling the off-peak tensile zones expanded and
the stress values increased. However, compressive stresses at valleys and at the peak
of asperity were decreasing during cycling, but were still present at valleys and at the
peak after 161 cycles.
In the TGO layer tensile stresses were concentrated at the peak after the first cycle
(Fig. 5.13(a)). During the next 50 cycles this tensile zone decreased as the values of
stresses did (Fig. 5.13(b)). Additionally at off-peak regions small tensile zones were
created (Fig. 5.13(c)). Further thickening of the TGO layer with plastic redistribution
of stresses and TBC relaxation decreased the tensile zone at the peak. Finally this zone
switched to compressive Fig. 5.13(c), while the tensile stress zone at off-peak regions
increased in size and in stress value.
The TBCs benefit from stress relaxation via creep in the TBC layer. The maxi-
mum stress in the TBC remained at the present simulation indeed below 100 MPa
(Fig. 5.13(d)). However lateral tensile paths still existed and were located over the
valleys within the TBC layer.
In the case of TGO plastic behavior (5.1.3) and in the case of combined BC and TGO
plastic behavior (5.1.4) geometrical instabilities of the oxide layer (interface) were ob-
tained. By including TBC creep, thus relaxing the stresses, these geometrical instabili-
ties turned out to be stabilized.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.13: Radial stress distribution with continuous oxidation and plastic behavior
of BC and TGO. The TBC was modeled as creep.
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5.1.6.2 Influence of the BC and TGO plastic behavior with consideration of BC
and TBC creep behavior on stress development in TBCs including contin-
uous oxidation (Reference case also referred as J or roman number I)
In the following simulation BC and TBC can relax stresses via creep and additionally
BC and TGO redistribute stresses via plastic deformation. The influence of realistic
material data set for CMSX - 4, bond coat, thermally growth oxide and thermal barrier
coating on the stress development during thermal cyclic loading was studied here.
Similar to the last section a concentration of tensile stresses at the peak in the BC was
obtained (Fig. 5.14(a)). The valleys of BC were under compression. Thickening of
the TGO increased tensile and compressive stresses in the BC. Additionally the zones
occupied by tensile and compressive stresses were expanded and created large stress
gradients (Figs. 5.14(b) - 5.14(d)).
The stress development in TBC was almost similar to the previous case (5.1.6.1).
However the tensile zone at the peak in the TGO decreased faster and switched al-
ready at the 51st cycle completely to compressive (Fig. 5.14(b)). But the tensile zones
at off-peak regions in TBC were developing faster and the stresses became larger
Fig. 5.14(d) compared to Fig. 5.13(d) (5.1.6.1).
The stresses in the TGO relaxed further than in the case studied above (5.1.6.1).
The tensile stresses at off-peak regions in TGO were smaller Fig. 5.14(d) compared to
those without BC creep relaxation Fig. 5.13(d). Moreover the maximal tensile stress
were below 1 GPa and compressive are above -1.6 GPa after 161 cycles.
Considering the influence of TBC creep on stress development in comparison with
only plastic behavior of the BC and TGO (5.1.4) one can see a benefit from stress re-
laxation Fig. 5.14(d). This was manifested by generally lower maximum radial tensile
stress, and particularly in the TBC they were below 80 MPa. Additionally geometrical
instabilities of the oxide layer were stabilized.
Stress field distribution obtained under consideration of BC visco-plastic behav-
ior and TGO plastic behavior compared to only plastic behavior of the BC and TGO
showed both a similar stress field distribution in the vicinity of asperity. However,
the maximum radial tensile stress values were lower in the case of BC visco-plastic
behavior. In both studies geometrical instabilities of the TGO were observed.
Based on obtained results one can conclude that continuous oxidation has a strong
influence on stress field development. The plastic behavior of TGO was the second
important parameter, which influenced strongly stresses in TBCs. The TBC creep is to
be a third important parameter that influences the stress development, as it was shown
that BC creep reduced further the maximal stress values in the TBCs. Therefore, it can
be concluded that a realistic reliably data of: BC and TBC creep behavior, BC and TGO
plastic behavior, as well as continuos oxidation is required to model properly the TBC
system and in following such a data set would be referred as a realistic model of TBCs
or reference case.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.14: Radial stress distribution with continuous oxidation, with a combined
elasto-plastic and creep response of BC and TBC creep behavior. The TGO was mod-
eled as perfect plastic. Other parameters remained unchanged as in the previous cal-
culations.
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5.1.7 Stress development during the first two cycles
Many authors have reported ongoing crack propagation in some cases up to failure
after cooling down to ambient temperature [50]. As tensile stresses can be seen as
driving force for crack propagation the results presented hereafter concentrate on the
stress distribution within TBCs during the first two cycles.
However, a complex process is
Figure 5.15: Radial stress distribution after
cooling to RT from the stress free temperature,
considering elasto-plastic and creep response
of BC and TBC creep behavior. The TGO was
modeled as perfect plastic.
responsible for the stress evolution,
namely oxide growth aswell as ther-
malmismatch and themechanical be-
havior of the different layers. For
better understanding the stress de-
velopment during cycling the present
section focuses on how stresses evolve
during heating, dwell time at high
temperature, and cooling to RT. The
thermal cycle is described in detail
in chapter 3.2.1. It has to be noted
that the simulation is started at 200oC,
where the complete TBCs are stress
free. Than it is cooled down to RT
before thermal cycling starts. The
corresponding stress state is shown
in Fig. 5.15. The BC exhibits com-
bined elasto-plastic and creep response,
however the TBC was only consid-
ered to undergo creep deformation,
whereas the TGO ismodeled as elasto-
perfectly plastic material. The im-
plementation of the material prop-
erties is described to chapter 3.2.1.
Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17 show the stress distribution at 1st and 2’nd cycle, respec-
tively. Each time six results are presented at different steps, namely, after heating to
750oC and to 1050oC, at the end of the 2h dwell time at 1050oC, after cooling to 750oC
and to RT, and at the end of the holding time at RT. The stress evaluation is by the
following discussed separately, layer per layer, starting with the TBC.
After cooling from the stress free state to ambient temperature, small tensile stresses
were obtained at the peak, whereas the valleys were under compression (Fig. 5.15).
During heating stresses first decreased as they reached the initially stress free tem-
perature of 200oC. At 750oC the peak was occupied by compressive and the valleys
by tensile stresses. As the TBC can relax stresses in the temperature range between
750oC to 1150oC via creep, further heating to 1050oC resulted in a decrease of the ten-
sile zones at valleys. At the end of the dwell time at high temperature, as oxidation
is the driving force for stress development, more important tensile stress zones were
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(a) after heating to 750oC (b) after heating to 1050oC (c) after dwell at 1050oC
(d) after cooling to 750oC (e) after cooling to 20oC (f) after dwell at 20oC
MPa
Figure 5.16: Radial stress distribution at different steps during the 1st cycle. All
stresses are in MPa.
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(a) after heating to 750oC (b) after heating to 1050oC (c) after dwell at 1050oC
(d) after cooling to 750oC (e) after cooling to 20C (f) after dwell at 20oC
MPa
Figure 5.17: Radial stress distribution at different steps during the 2’nd cycle. All
stresses are in MPa.
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again obtained at valleys. During heating also the compressive stresses at the peak
decreased and switched its sign to tensile as the oxidation rate is higher than creep
relaxation rates. By that stress development is dominated. During dwell time at high
temperature the bond coat oxidation led to compressive stresses at the peak in the
TBC. During subsequent cooling to 750oC the compressive stresses at the peak fur-
ther increased. At the bottom of the valleys it also came to compressive stresses. Only
off-valley regions were under tensile stresses. Further cooling to RT slightly decreased
the compressive stresses at the peak. Whereas the valleys were now under larger com-
pressive stresses. The tensile stresses at off-valleys also decreased. In the mean time
lateral tensile zones were obtained at off-peak positions. The dwell time at RT did not
influence the stress distribution as creep and oxidation are not acting at low tempera-
ture. During re-heating to 750oC in the second cycle the tensile stresses at off-valleys
became bigger. The bottom parts of the valleys and the peak were again occupied by
compressive stresses. Further temperature increase resulted in a relaxation of stresses
as for the first cycle. During the dwell time at high temperature the tensile and com-
pressive stresses at the peak and the valleys increased, because the influence of TGO
growth was stronger than stress relaxation. Cooling to 750oC further increased the
stresses. After cooling down to RT, mainly the build-up of a compressive zone at the
bottom of the valley was observed, as for the first cycle. Also the shift to off-peak po-
sitions of the tensile zone took again place. Generally the distribution of stresses were
not very different during the second cycle. However, the stress values have become
more important.
The stress development during the first two cycles in the Thermally Grown Oxide is
as follows. After cooling from the stress free state (200oC) to RT only a small area of
the peak is occupied by tensile stresses. All other parts are under compression. Dur-
ing heating to 750oC the stresses switched from tensile to compressive and vice versa.
Further heating resulted in decrease of tensile zones in the TGO. As oxidation domi-
nates the stress development in the TGO layer during the dwell time at high temper-
ature tensile stresses decreased and only remained at off-valleys close to the BC layer.
Cooling down to 750oC further decreased tensile stresses at off-valleys. However, a
small tensile region was obtained at the peak next to the BC layer. This tensile region
slightly increased in size to the end of the cycle. At the same time the tensile stress
region at the valley switched to compression. Re-heating in the second cycle resulted
in diminishing the tensile stresses at the peak. As for the previous cycle tensile zones
were obtained at the off-valleys close to the BC. During dwell time at high temperature
the tensile zones at off-valleys slightly increased, whereas at the peak the compressive
stresses decreased. During cooling the compressive stresses at peak again switched
to tensile and the tensile stresses at valleys disappeared. During dwell time at RT no
changes were observed as the stress level is below the criterion of plastic deformation
and time-dependent deformation was not consider below 750oC.
The present paragraph describes the stress development during the first two cy-
cles in the Bond Coat. After cooling from the stress free state to RT, tensile stresses were
concentrated at the peak of the BC, whereas its valleys were under compression. The
remaining BC is nearly stress-free. During heating to 750oC, tensile and compressive
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stresses switched their sign. With further heating to 1050oC the stress level decreased
in a way that the whole BC remained practically stress-free (above -20 MPa and below
+20 MPa) during the high temperature dwell time. This happened due to fast relax-
ation rates in the BC at these temperatures. The dwell time at high temperature further
decreased the stresses in the BC. However, during cooling to 750oC stresses again in-
creased and switched to tensile at the peak and to compression at valleys. With further
cooling to RT these two stress zones largely increased in size.
Re-heating to 750oC results in decreasing of tensile and compressive stresses at
peak and valleys. Nevertheless, two small tensile zones (below 20 MPa) at valleys
close to TGOwere obtained. Also compressive zones were present below these tensile
zones. Additionally at the peak and below the peak a tensile zone was present. With
further heating to high temperature stress field distribution and stress values in the BC
became similar to the first cycle. As the stress distribution at high temperatures before
cooling down was similar to the first cycle, also the stress evolution during cooling
down was similar.
In this chapter the stress development during the first two cycles was described in
details. It was shown that high tensile stresses were also present at high temperature
mainly at off-peaks of the TBC and also partially at the off-valley regions of the TGO.
The cracking scenario can be proposed as at ambient temperature the radial tensile
stresses concentrated at the peak in the BC and partially in the TGO already during
the first and second cycles. Such distribution suggested possible crack formation at
the peak within TGO and at the BC/TGO interface. However, as it was shown in the
previous simulation (full simulation of 161 cycles) that the tensile zone at the peak
within TGO decreased during cycling. This evidence indicated that such micro-crack
formation would be stopped within less than 50 cycles due to the stress conversion
from tension to compression. Contrary to this stress conversion at off-peak regions
within TGO instead compressive stresses tensile were obtained. Additionally in the
TBC the presence of more important radial tensile stresses above valley regions were
obtained. These tensile zones could be correlated with crack formation within the TBC
above valley regions and further propagation into TGO at off-peak regions. Finally it
can be expected that a crack from off-peak would link with micro-cracks at peak in the
TGO and spallation in TBCs could occur.
The presence of residual stresses at high temperature emphasizes the important
role of selecting a stress free state temperature. Moreover, it proved that high tem-
perature which was chosen by others of stress free state can give rise to misinterpre-
tations. Here the temperature of 200oC equivalent to the sample temperature during
the coating spray process was properly selected for our simulations.
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5.2 Variation of Material properties and interface shape
In chapter 5.1.6.2 we defined a reference case, which consists of a simulation up to 161
cycles and considers the most realistic available material properties of the involved
materials, including oxidation growing. However the material properties are still sub-
ject of discussion, and even a realistic data set must not necessarily reflect the stress
response under real conditions. As a result of these reflections the following chapter
studies different variations of material properties as well as shape (Tab. 5.2) and crack
formation and shows the respective influences on stress development in TBCs.
Table 5.2: The assignment of different variation of material properties and shapes
based on the reference case (I).
Case Layer/Interface Variation Properties
II BC A 50% higher thermal expansion coefficient
III BC A 50% lower thermal expansion coefficient
IV TBC A 50% higher thermal expansion coefficient
V TBC A 50% lower thermal expansion coefficient
VI CMSX-4 A 50% higher thermal expansion coefficient
VII CMSX-4 A 50% lower thermal expansion coefficient
VIII TBC A 50% higher Young’s Modulus
IX TBC A 50% lower Young’s Modulus
X BC A 1000 times higher creep rate
XI BC A 1000 times lower creep rate
XII TBC A 1000 times higher creep rate
XIII TBC A 1000 times lower creep rate
XIV TGO creep without plasticity
XV TGO creep
XVI CMSX-4 creep
XVII TGO 0% lateral oxidation
XVIII TGO 20% lateral oxidation
XIX sinusoidal 30µm amplitude
XX sinusoidal 30µm wavelength
XXI sinusoidal 90µm wavelength
XXII semicircle
XXIII semiellips 90µm wavelength
5.2.1 Influence of Thermal expansion coefficient
As simulations were performed for cyclic thermal loading with a dwell time of 2 h at
1050oC, the thermal expansion coefficient influences the stress response. The possible
impact on stress development in TBCs by extreme increase or decrease of thermal
expansion coefficient in TBC, BC and base material is studied in this section. All other
parameters of the following simulations remain as in the reference case.
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5.2.1.1 Influence of a 50% higher thermal expansion coefficient in BC.
By considering a thermal expansion coefficient increase of a 50% for the BC, a stress
field as shown in Fig. 5.18 has been obtained each after selected number of cycles at
RT. At off-peak regions in TBC tensile zones were present, which formed a continuous
tensile path from off-peak to unit cell boundary. Peak and valleys of this layer were
under compression. Moreover, the TGO layer was also under compression, except
the peak region. Additionally compressive stress zones were obtained at valleys of
asperity in BC. The peak of BCwas under tensile mode and stresses were concentrated
there. In the next 50 cycles (Fig. 5.18(b)) tensile stress zones at off-peak regions in the
TBC increased. Additionally, the compressive stress zones at valleys and at the peak of
asperity in TBC have also increased. Such expansions of tensile and compressive zones
created large stress gradients. After 51st cycle the tensile stress zone at peak of asperity
in TGO has diminished. Instead, the two small tensile stress zones at off-peak regions
were obtained. Other areas of TGO were under compression. Generally, the values of
tensile and compressive stresses were increased in the TGO. The tensile stress zones
at 161st cycle at off-peak is shown in Fig. 5.18(d). During cycling the compressive
zones at the valleys in TBC expanded and the values of compressive stresses increased
(Fig. 5.18(b) - 5.18(d)). Additionally the values of tensile and compressive stresses in
BC have increased during time. The maximum tensile stress of 1547 MPa was found
at peak of asperity in BC close to the oxide layer. The maximum compressive stress of
-2414 MPa was found at the middle region in TGO (Fig. 5.18(d)).
A variation of the thermal expansion coefficient of the bond coat by an increase of
50% results in higher tensile and compressive stresses in TBCs. Moreover the tensile
zones in TBC layer at off-peak regions occupy bigger areas and the tensile stress values
are higher than in the reference case. Additionally the compressive stress zones (below
-60 MPa) at the valley of asperity in the TBC were bigger.
5.2.1.2 Influence of a 50% lower thermal expansion coefficient in BC.
Consequently with the previous case, a negative variation of a 50% lower thermal
expansion coefficient is studied here. Fig. 5.19 shows the stress state at four selected
cycles.
In the TBC a concentration of tensile stresses was obtained after the first cycle
(Fig. 5.19(a)) from off-valley regions to the valleys. At the peak position compres-
sive stresses were found. During cycling these tensile and compressive stresses were
decreasing (Figs. 5.19(b) - 5.19(d)). Aftr the last cycle (161st) a tensile zone was present
at the valley, but the stress level was below 100 MPa.
The TGO layer was after the 1st cycle under compressive stresses. Thickening of
the TGO layer created within the TGO tensile stress zones at off-peak regions close to
the TBC, at off-valley regions next to the BC and at the middle parts next to the BC. As
a result of further cycling these tensile zones expanded (Fig. 5.19(d)). The maximum
tensile stress of 331.7MPawas localized at off-peak in TGO as indicated in Fig. 5.19(d).
The stress development in BC after the 1st cycle was different than in the case with-
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.18: Radial stress distribution with consideration of a 50% higher thermal ex-
pansion coefficient for the BC has been considered. Other parameters remained as in
the reference case.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.19: Radial stress distribution with a 50% lower thermal expansion coefficient
for the BC. Other parameters remained as in the reference calculations.
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out modification 5.1.6.2. The peak at the BCwas occupied by compressive stresses, but
a tensile stress zone was located under the peak Fig. 5.19(a). The valleys were occu-
pied by compressive stresses. During cycling the compressive stresses at the peak
decreased.
The tensile stresses located under the peak increased and created a continuous lat-
eral stress zone from off-valley within the TGO, under the peak in the BC to off-valley
within the TGO (Figs. 5.19(b) - 5.19(a)). Although the tensile stresses were generally
very low such a stress distribution could suggest that a possible crack would be cre-
ated within the BC under the peak with consideration of lower thermal expansion
coefficient for the BC. However, such a crack scenario has hardly been observed un-
der operational or experimental conditions.
5.2.1.3 Influence of a 50% higher thermal expansion coefficient of the TBC
In the previous chapters the studies of increase and decrease of the TEC of BC were
presented. Here the influence of an increase of the TEC on stress development in the
TBC is shown in Fig. 5.20.
This increase of the TEC in the top layer effected mostly the stress distribution
within the TBC layer itself. In the TBC major changes occurred in the vicinity of
the interface. The radial tensile stresses within TBC increased and occupied fully the
valleys in comparison with the reference case. Contrary to the reference case these
stresses were higher in the TBC. During cycling the tensile stresses at off-valleys in-
creased Fig. 5.20(b). Additionally the compressive stresses above the peak in the TBC
extended (Figs. 5.20(a) - 5.20(d)).
In the BC and the TGO (Fig. 5.20(a)) stress response was only slightly affected
in comparison with the reference case. A maximum tensile stress of 947 MPa was
obtained at the peak in the BC next to the TGO layer and was slightly lower than in
the case without modification (reference case). However the maximal compressive
stresses increased about 120MPa in comparison with the reference case. This study
showed the tendency of stress development in TBCs due to an increase of the TEC in
the TBC. It was shown that higher TEC of the TBC resulted in higher tensile stresses at
the valley regions in the TBC. This suggests that an increased of the thermal expansion
coefficient in the ceramic layer should be avoided.
5.2.1.4 Influence of a 50% lower thermal expansion coefficient of the TBC
With a negative modification of 50%, the TEC of TBC becomes smaller than the TEC of
the TGO. The biggest differences compared to previous cases were found in the TBC
layer as it is directly effected by the modified material properties. After the first cycle
the valleys in the TBCwere occupied by compressive stresses in bothmodified and un-
modified cases. However, in the modified case the tensile zones at the valley regions
occupied larger areas. Additionally at off-peak regions the tensile zones were smaller
(Fig. 5.21(a)). During the next 50 cycles the tensile zones at off-peak regions decreased.
In contrast to the reference case tensile stresses were formed at above the peak rough-
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.20: Development of radial stresses in the vicinity of asperity with consid-
eration of a 50% higher thermal expansion coefficient of the TBC. Other parameters
remained as in the reference case.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.21: Radial stress distribution at selected number of cycles, including a
50% lower thermal expansion coefficient of the TBC. Other parameters remained un-
changed as in the unmodified state.
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ness. These three zones joined and created a tensile region at the peak from off-peak
to off-peak in the TBC. This zone fused with the off-peak tensile zones of the TGO
(Fig. 5.21(b)). With further cycling these tensile zones have expanded (Fig. 5.21(b) -
5.21(d)) and the values of tensile stresses have slightly increased (Fig. 5.21(d)). More-
over, the compressive stress values at valleys have increased. The maximum tensile
stress of 992 MPa was slightly higher than in the unmodified case.
The stress development in the BC and TGO was only marginally affected by the
modification of the TEC of the TBC compared to the reference case.
5.2.1.5 Influence of a 50% higher thermal expansion coefficient of the CMSX-4
As not only the areas close to the interface might influence the stress response the in-
crease of thermal expansion coefficient in the base material has been considered. The
stress developments in the BC and TGO were similar to the unmodified state. How-
ever, the maximum tensile stress of 805.1 MPa obtained at the peak of asperity in the
BC was lower than in the unmodified case. The maximum compressive stress of -1672
MPa was obtained at the off-peak region in TGO next to the BC layer (Fig. 5.22(d)).
Both maximum stress values were lower in comparison with the unmodified state.
Comparing stress distribution obtained after the first cycle in the TBC with the
reference case it can be seen that the tensile zones occupied larger areas at the valley
region due to an increase of the TEC in the base material. Besides the tensile stresses
obtained above the peak, the lateral tensile stress zones were larger and stress values
were bigger within these zones in comparison with the reference case (Fig. 5.22(d)).
5.2.1.6 Influence of a 50% lower thermal expansion coefficient of the CMSX - 4
In the following the influence of a decreased thermal expansion coefficient of the base
material is described, and shown in Fig. 5.23
The stress development in the BC was similar as in the reference case. However,
the areas occupied by higher tensile and compressive stresses in the BC were smaller
in compression with the reference case. The maximum tensile stress of 1001 MPa was
obtained at the peak of asperity in the BC next to the TGO. This stress was higher
than for the unmodified case. Also the maximum compressive stresses increased and
a value of -1651 MPa was obtained as indicated in Fig. 5.23(d).
In the case of the TGO layer the stress development was slightly different com-
pared to the unmodified case. Particularly the off-valley regions close to the BC de-
veloped low compressive stresses during cycling (Fig. 5.23(d)). The TBC was the most
affected layer by decreasing the TEC of the base material. Fig. 5.23 shows a low ten-
sile stress level in the TBC above valley regions. As in the reference case the valley
regions and the peak were occupied by compressive stresses. During cycling more
important tensile stresses were formed above valleys (from off-peak to the boundary
of the unit cell Fig.5.23(b)). Further cycling resulted in decrease of these more impor-
tant stresses. Instead, at off-peak regions tensile stresses below 20 MPa were formed.
As in the reference case these stresses created a continuous tensile path above valley
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.22: Development of radial stress with consideration of a 50% higher thermal
expansion coefficient of the base material. Other parameters remained unchanged as
in the reference case.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.23: Radial stress distribution including a 50% lower thermal expansion coef-
ficient of the base material. Other parameters remained unchanged as in the reference
case.
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regions. Although the stress values at these tensile paths were significantly lower and
tensile zones were smaller.
5.2.1.7 Concluding Remarks
modifications of the thermal expansion coefficient in base material (CMSX-4), bond
coat (BC) and thermal barrier coating (TBC) have been studied. In order to clearly
show its influences on stress development in the TBCs extreme variations of mater-
ial properties were chosen. It was shown that increasing the TEC in the TBC layer
resulted in bigger tensile stresses at valleys in the TBC layer in comparison with the
reference case. Furthermore, increasing the TEC in the base material increased the ten-
sile stresses and the size of the lateral tensile zone in the TBC. In the case of an increase
of the TEC in BC also resulted in bigger lateral continuous tensile path above valley.
Moreover compressive zones were bigger at the valley regions in comparison with the
reference case. Additionally, the tensile stresses at the TGO/BC interface increased
about 60%.
The following three cases could be beneficial: 1) Decreasing the TEC in the TBC
would lead to a small increase of tensile stresses at the TGO/BC interface, but the
compressive zones in the TBC at valleys would be bigger in size (Fig. 5.21(d)). 2) Con-
sidering decrease of the TEC in the base material would further decrease the tensile
stresses in the TBC increasing the lifetime of TBCs, based on the assumption that lower
tensile stresses or smaller tensile zones do not cause important crack formation. Ad-
ditionally the compressive zones would increase (Fig. 5.23(d)). The maximum tensile
stress in the TBC after 161 cycles could indeed be reduced from 79 MPa to 35 MPa.
Thus it was shown that by decreasing the TEC of 50% in the CMSX-4 one can reduce
tensile stresses in the TBC more than twice. Therefore considering a smaller decrease
of the TEC should already give a profit. 3) A closer inspection of the obtained results
suggest that a decrease of the TEC in BC would form tensile zones at valleys in the
TBC Fig. 5.18(d). Moreover the tensile stresses in the full TBCs were small and the
maximum of 331.7 MPa tensile stress was obtained in the TGO.
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5.2.2 Influence of the Elastic modulus on the stress response
The exposure to high temperatures causes sintering in the TBC and consequently an
increase of stiffness. Typical values for experimentally determined stiffness increase in
case of APS-TBC is about 50% [2]. This value was selected as basis for current studies.
5.2.2.1 Increasing Young’s Modulus of the TBC by 50% .
Fig. 5.24 shows the stress distribution in a stiffer TBCwith a 50% higher Young’s Mod-
ulus compared to the reference case. The stress development is shown in Fig. 5.24.
The stress distribution for each selected cycle looked similar to the reference simu-
lation. However, as a result of an increased Young’s Modulus in the TBC layer the
tensile zones in the TBC appeared to occupy larger areas and the stress values were
bigger in comparison to reference case. The maximum radial tensile stress of 189 MPa
within the TBC was obtained after 161 cycles at the off-peak next to the TGO. The al-
most same position is also occupied by the maximum radial tensile stress of the TBC
in the reference case, however the value decreased more than twice after the same cy-
cle number. Furthermore, the maximum compressive stress within the TBC increased
more than twice lower in the reference case in comparison with the higher stiffness of
TBC. Whereas in the reference case this stress was localized at the valley next to TGO.
However in the current case it shifted to the peak position.
The total maximum tensile and compressive stresses in the TBCs were also de-
creased compared to the reference case and the value of 927.6 MPa was obtained at
the peak of asperity in the BC Fig. 5.24(d). Additionally the maximum compressive
stress of -1496 MPa was found at off-valley in the TGO.
5.2.2.2 Decreasing Young’s Modulus of TBC by 50%
The effect of a 50% decrease of the Young’s modulus of TBC on the stress response
is described in the following. A lower stiffness could be obtained by higher poros-
ity of the TBC. The stresses in the TBC were significantly lower than in the case of
increasing the TBC stiffness. Tensile stress zones at valley regions in the TBC layer
were obtained after the first cycle Fig. 5.25(a), except for the bottom parts of val-
leys where small compressive stresses were present. Moreover the peak was under
compression (Fig. 5.25(a)). During cycling the tensile zones at off-valley regions de-
creased and after the last simulated cycle the valleys were occupied by compressive
stresses (Fig. 5.25(d)). The peak of TBC and the off-peak regions were in a tensile mode
Fig. 5.25(d).
After the first cycle, tensile stresses were found at the peak in the TGO layer
next to the BC (Fig. 5.25(a)). Other areas in TGO were under compressive stresses
(Fig. 5.25(a)). These stresses in TGO were developing in the same way as it was in the
reference case (5.1.6.2). However, the tensile stress zones in TGO obtained after 161st
cycle are bigger and the stresses were higher Fig. 5.25(d). The compressive stress of
-1782 MPa was found at the middle part of TGO close to the TBC layer.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.24: Radial stress distribution with consideration of a 50% higher elastic mod-
ulus of the TBC. Other parameters remained as in the unmodified case.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.25: Development of radial stresses in the vicinity of asperity considering
softer TBC (a 50% lower elastic modulus). Other parameters remained unchanged
as in the reference calculations.
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The stress development in the BC layer was very similar to the reference case.
Namely, tensile stresses were concentrated at the peak of asperity and compressive
stresses occupied valley regions (Fig. 5.25(a)). The maximum of 980.9 MPa tensile
stress was obtained at the peak in the BC.
5.2.2.3 Concluding Remarks
Two variations of stiffness have been studied in this section. One can clearly see a neg-
ative influence of a stiffness increase. This is manifested by continuous tensile zones
from off-peaks to the boundaries of the unit cell (Figs. 5.24). However, the maximum
tensile and compressive stresses decreased about 5% in comparison with the reference
case (5.1.6.2).
On the other hand the TBCs profit from a more porous TBC layer, because the ten-
sile stresses in TBC were lower than in the reference case. This is manifested by the
fact that the tensile stresses within the continuous tensile path from off-peaks to the
boundaries of the unit cell above the valleys in the TBC were below 10 MPa after 161
cycles. However, the maximum tensile and compressive stresses increased in compar-
ison with the reference. The increased of maximum tensile stresses was about 20 MPa
(1.2%) and can be neglected, as it is a very small variation and the BC has a rather
high tensile strength at RT where these stresses appeared. This suggests to introduce
a higher porosity in the TBC and to lower sintering kinetics if possible.
5.2.3 Variation of BC creep rates
5.2.3.1 Influence of a 1000 higher times of creep rate in the BC via increase of the
Norton factor in the creep equation
In this section the influence of creep rates on the stress response will be discussed.
Fig. 5.26 shows the resulting stress distribution for the cycle numbers 1, 51, 101 and
161. The higher creep rates lead generally to a fast relaxation of stresses in the bond
coat at temperature above 900oC. The high relaxation rates influence however not
only the stress response in the BC, but also in the TGO and the TBC.
Although this relaxation affected the stress level in all three layers, the stress de-
velopment was nevertheless similar to the reference case. The maximum tensile stress
decreased about 100 MPa compared to the reference case and was located at the same
place as in the reference case. Moreover the compressive stresses in the BC also de-
creased about 7%. Beside the stress change in the BC also in the TGO tensile and com-
pressive stresses decreased and the maximum compressive value of -1373 MPa was
located in the same place as in the unmodified case. In addition the tensile stresses in
the TGO slightly decreased about 4% in comparison with the reference case.
Also the TBC tensile and compressive stresses slightly decreased about 6% in com-
parison with the reference case. However during cycling for about the first 50 cycle
the tensile stresses above valley regions were higher and the areas occupied by these
stresses were bigger (Fig. 5.26(b)). Further cycling resulted in very similar stress dis-
tribution as in the reference case.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
Figure 5.26: Influence of a higher creep rates in the BC on radial stress development at
selected number of cycles. Other parameters remained as in the reference calculations.
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One can conclude that higher creep rates in the BC result in lower maximal tensile
and compressive stresses in TBCs. However, the tensile stress paths in TBC above the
valleys of the asperity were slightly broader in comparison with the reference case
(5.1.6.2).
5.2.3.2 Influence of a 1000 times lower creep rate in the BC via decrease of the
Norton factor in the creep equation
When the relaxation of stresses is slower due to lower creep rates the maximum tensile
and compressive stress values were more than 100MPa higher in comparison with the
reference case. The values are indicated in Fig. 5.27(d).
However the stress distribution was almost identical as in the reference simula-
tion. Not only the maximum values of stress increased also the stress level in the BC
was higher of about 10%. However in the TGO the compressive stresses decreased
around 20%, but tensile stresses increased about 8%. In the TBC tensile stresses were
slightly lower about 2%. Again, compressive stresses were higher (about 3%) than in
the reference case. Moreover the lateral tensile stress paths from off-peak regions to
the boundaries of the unit cell were as not broad as in the reference simulation.
5.2.3.3 Concluding Remarks
The stress development and distribution of higher and lower creep rates of BC in
comparison with the reference case shows only small differences in the stress field in
the TBC layer. Mostly the BC layer was affected, where higher tensile stresses were
obtained with lower creep rates. It can be concluded that higher creep rates help to
keep low stress values in the BC and at the BC/TGO interface. However, by analyzing
the present results, one can deduce that the influence of the creep properties of the BC
on the life-time of TBCs has in the past been overestimated.
5.2.4 Influence of TBC creep rates
Here influence of an increase or a decrease of creep rates in TBC layer on stress de-
velopment was studied. This was achieved by lowering the A and A′-factor of the
creep law given in 2.2 by a factor of 1000. In following only the difference on stress
development in comparison with the reference case will be addressed.
5.2.4.1 Influence of a 1000 times higher creep rate of TBC
Considering higher TBC creep rates resulted in an accelerated relaxation of stresses in
the TBC (Fig. 5.28(a)). The tensile stress zones at off-peak regions in TBC developed
slower than in the reference case. Moreover the stress level in the TBCwas lower com-
pared to the reference case. Namely the tensile and compressive stresses decreased
about 8% and 19%, respectively. Additionally the compressive stress zones at valley
regions occupied bigger areas after 161 cycles (Figs. 5.28(c) - 5.28(d)).
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.27: Development of radial stress considering a 1000 times lower creep rates
in the BC. Other parameters remained unchanged as in the reference case.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.28: Radial stress considering a 1000 times higher creep rate in the TBC. Other
parameters remained as in the reference case.
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In the TGO the radial tensile stresses decreased about 41%, but the compressive
stress slightly increased from -1585 MPa to -1621 MPa (about 3%) compared to the ref-
erence case. Moreover, the stress field in the BC is practically unchanged. Additionally
the stress level slightly decreased about 2.5%.
5.2.4.2 Influence of a 1000 times lower creep rate of TBC
As a next consequent step the creep properties of the TBC where modified towards
1000 times lower creep rates. All others parameters of the simulation were identical
with the reference case.
By decreasing the creep rates of the TBC, relaxation in the TBC was slower. The re-
sults of the radial stress distribution are given in Fig. 5.29. In the TBC four tensile zones
were obtained after the first cycles, two at off-peak regions and two at off-valley re-
gions, each time close to the TGO interface. The peak and the valleys in TBC were un-
der compressive stresses (Fig 5.29(a)). At the 51st cycle continuous tensile stress zones
have developed, spread out from the flanks of TGO/TBC interface to the boundaries
of the unit cell. The compressive stress values at valleys and at the peak also increased
during cycling. Moreover both of these stress values (tensile and compressive) were
higher of about 120% in comparison with the reference case. Additionally the lateral
radial tensile zones were broader compared to the reference case.
Comparing the tensile and compressive stresses in the TGO with the reference
case shows that these stresses increased about 80% and 36%, respectively. However
the stress distribution was practically similar as in the reference case. The variation
of creep rates in TBC did not influence the concentration of tensile or compressive
stresses at the peak and valleys in the BC. However the maximum tensile stress of
981.4 MPa obtained at the peak in BC was slightly higher (about 1.3%) than in refer-
ence case. Also the maximum compressive stress in the TGO increased about 4.7%.
5.2.4.3 Concluding Remarks
It can be concluded that lower creep rates of the TBC will result in higher stresses in
the ceramic system. It could be shown that the stresses in the TBC do not relax fast
enough to prevent the development of a large tensile stress path above the valleys.
These tensile paths in TBC could be a reason for a lower lifetime of TBCs. Moreover,
a geometrical instability of the TGO layer was obtained which is a direct effect of the
lower relaxation in the TBC layer and was manifested as inhomogeneous thickness of
the TGO layer. However higher creep rates of the TBC resulted in decreased of tensile
stresses at BC/TGO interface. In addition, the lateral tensile paths in the TBC were
not as broad as in the reference case. Furthermore, the stress level in the TBC layer
decreased. Therefore one could expect a prolonged lifetime.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.29: Influence of a 1000 times lower creep rate in the TBC on radial stress
development. Other parameters remained unchanged as in the reference calculations.
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5.2.5 Influence of TGO creep
Depending on the grain size a time dependent irreversible creep deformation can gen-
erally be observed in ceramics. A TGO, having a grain size significantly below 1 µm,
was reported to undergo creep deformation [43]. Thus in the present chapter the in-
fluence of creep deformation and stress relaxation within the TGO on the stress re-
sponse during thermal cycling is analyzed. The creep behavior was implemented as
described in chapter 2.2. In the first step only creep without plastic deformation and
in the second step creep and plastic deformation was considered. Together with the
case described in chapter 5.1.6.2, for which only plastic deformation was taken into
account, the relative influence of plasticity and creep can be separated and assessed.
The results for the first step are given in Fig. 5.30. After the 1st cycle a signifi-
cant low stress level was observed in the TBC layer. The peak was fully occupied
by tensile stresses. The valleys were still under compression as in the reference case.
During cycling the tensile stresses at the peak decreased and changed to slightly com-
pressive. However, as a general observation the tensile stress level remained very
low within the complete TBC. Moreover, the tensile and compressive stress values
decreased about 50%.
The TGO showed after the first cycle the same stress distribution as in the reference
case. During cycling the tensile and compressive stress level in the TGO decreased
about 6% and 43%, respectively, due to stress relaxation of the TGO. Here almost the
complete peak remains during the whole simulation under radial tensile stresses, ex-
cept the area close to the TBC layer where compressive stresses were obtained.
The relaxation process of the TGO has practically not affected the stress distribu-
tion in the BC. However tensile stress values decreased about 12% and compressive
increased about 43% within the BC layer.
The stress response obtained by a combination of creep and plastic deformation
within the TGO resulted in a stress distribution as shown in Fig. 5.31. However, the
result does not differ much from the previous case and only the stress values were
slightly affected. Here a maximum tensile stress of 845.6 MPa was obtained at the
peak of BC, which is a reduction of 4.2 MPa in comparison with the reference case.
However, the maximum tensile stress within the TGO has increased about 72.4 MPa
to 983.2 MPa. Moreover the tensile stress values decreased about 13% in the BC. In
contrast the compressive stresses increased within this layer about 37%. Additionally,
tensile stress level increased about 28% in the TGO, but compressive stress values
decreased about 38%. Furthermore in the TBC the tensile and compressive stress level
decreased about 60% and 39%, respectively.
As general remark the TGO creep results in a geometrical instability of the oxide
layer manifested by an inhomogeneous TGO thickness and the interface shape which
slightly rescales from a perfect sinusoidal form. Additionally the tensile stresses in the
TGO were always located at the peak. Moreover, the creep of TGO reduced in both
presented studies the maximum stress level in the TBC layer in comparison with the
reference case. However considering additionally to creep of TGO plastic deformation
the tensile stresses in the TGO increased. As the stress level within the TBC was lower
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.30: Calculation with reference parameter set, but additionally with TGO
creep.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.31: Influence of creep and plastic behavior of the TGO on radial stresses de-
velopment.
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one can conclude that creep relaxation of the TGO should be very beneficial for a TBCs
lifetime.
5.2.6 Influence of base material creep
Creep data of Ni-based superalloys have been intensively investigated in the past. The
creep data of CMSX-4, published by Pindera [40] served as a basis for the following
simulation. Creep of the base material is assumed in the temperature range from
750oC to 1050oC. All other parameters remained as in the reference case.
Fig. 5.32 shows the radial stress distribution at the end of 1st, 51st, 101st and 161st
cycle in the vicinity of BC/TGO/TBC interface. The stress development looks very
similar to the calculation without creep of the base material as it was for the refer-
ence case (section 5.1.6.2). The maximum and minimum values of stresses have only
slightly decreased (less than 1%). Based on this result one can conclude that a para-
meter with such a small influence does not justify its implementation in a complex
FE-simulation, as calculation time is increased and converging of the model becomes
more critical.
5.2.7 Influence of lateral TGO growth
In this section the influence of oxide layer lengthening on the stress field development
is studied. Two cases are considered, namely without and with 20% lateral out-of-
plane oxidation. As it was explained in section 5.1.6.2, the reference case was calcu-
lated assuming 5% of lateral oxidation. Therefore, here in this section, only the dif-
ferences in stress development due to different rate of lateral oxidation in comparison
with the reference case will discussed.
As a first case, the simulation of stress development in absence of lateral oxidation
is analyzed. The results are shown in Fig. 5.33. The stresses in the TBC layer were the
most affected. Already after the first cycle tensile stress values at off-peak regions in
the TBC were higher in comparison with the reference case. Contrary to the reference
case, where tensile stresses above 20 MPa formed a continuous path from off-valley
regions to the boundaries of the unit cell, in current case the tensile zones were smaller
and have not formed such paths. Additionally the compressive zones in the TBCwere
bigger in size. During cycling these tensile zones at off-peak regions expanded in a
horizontal direction and the compressive stress level at valleys decreased. Moreover,
the tensile stress level within this layer after 161 cycles was slightly lower (about 1%)
compared to the reference case. Furthermore, the compressive stresses in the TBC
increased about 11%.
The stress distribution in the TGO layer was practically the same as in the reference
case. Only the tensile stress level has increased about 24% , but compressive stress val-
ues decreased (10%). The same is true for the BC layer where tensile and compressive
stresses decreased about 1% and 5%, respectively.
The impact of 20% lateral oxidation increase, modeled as an elongation of the el-
ements in lateral direction has an influence on increasing the amplitude of TBCs as-
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.32: Simulation of influence of base material creep on stress development. All
stresses are in MPa.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.33: Development of radial stress distribution in absence of lateral oxidation.
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perity (Fig. 5.34). Within the TBC layer one can notice larger tensile stress zones at
off-peak and valleys regions in the TBC at the 1st cycle Fig. 5.34(a) compared to the
reference case. The bottom of the valleys and the peak region are under compres-
sion stresses. During the first 50 cycles the tensile stress zones at off-peak region have
expanded and occupy the complete regions above the valleys Fig. 5.34(b). With con-
tinued cycling this expansion process of the tensile zones goes on. However, after 161
cycles the stress level significantly increased; in the TBC about 40% and more than
50% in the case of tensile and compressive stresses respectively, compared to the un-
modified case.
In TGO layer stress development was similar to the reference case. After 161 cycles
the tensile stress level decreased about 2%, but tensile stress values slightly increased
(1.3%) within the TGO.
The stress distribution within the BC is rather the same as in all previous examples.
The maximal tensile and compressive stress values in radial direction are indicated in
Fig. 5.34(d). In contrast to the increase of the tensile stress values in the BC about 6%
after 161, cycles the compressive stress level slightly decreased (1%) in comparison
with the reference simulation.
It has been shown that lengthening of the TGO is directly related to stress devel-
opment in TBCs by increase in the amplitude of the interface roughness. Moreover,
it promoted the creation of bigger tensile stress paths in the TBC layer above valleys
from off-peak regions to the boundaries of the unit cell, going into the TGO. Based on
the current studies of lengthening influence on stress development, one can conclude,
that to increase the lifetime of TBCs , lateral oxidation should be at a very low level.
5.2.8 Influence of roughness amplitude and wavelength
As the previous section revealed a negative influence of the amplitude increasing dur-
ing cycling, now the influence of the interface shape itself is studied. Amplitude and
wavelength parameterize the sinus function. This allows to modify the interface by
changing these parameters.
5.2.8.1 Sinusoidal interface with 30 µm amplitude and 60 µmwavelength
The reference model consists of a sinusoidal interface with an amplitude of 15 µm and
a wavelength of 60 µm. Here the influence of a rougher interface of 30 µm amplitude
is considered. As a result of roughness the increase areas occupied by compressive
stresses at the valleys of the TBC were bigger after the first cycle, compared to the
reference case (Fig. 5.35). Additionally, a larger compressive stress zone was obtained
at the peak. Moreover the tensile stress paths from off-peak regions to the boundaries
of the unit cell still exist as in the reference case. The tensile stress values in these
paths were in range between 20 and 60 MPa. During cycling the compressive stress
zones at valleys and at the peak of the TBC decreased and occupied smaller areas. On
the other hand the tensile and compressive stress values increased after 161 cycles in
comparison with the reference case in the TBC about 11% and 8%, respectively.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.34: Calculation with the reference parameter set with higher (20%) lateral
oxidation and its influence on radial stress development.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.35: Influence of higher (30 µm) interface amplitude on stress development,
the other parameters were consider as in the reference calculations. To better visualize
the stress distribution the mesh was removed.
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Contrary to the reference case the TGO layer was fully under compressive stresses
after the first cycle. Additionally during cycling large tensile zones were obtained at
off-peak regions in the TGO layer Fig. 5.35(b). These tensile zones have expanded and
the values of tensile stresses increased. Moreover a 3’rd tensile zone was obtained be-
tween the 101’th and 161st cycle at the peak of asperity in the TGO layer. These zones
formed a continuous tensile zone within TGO above the peak. Taking into account
tensile paths within the TBC , a non interrupted tensile zone all over the modeled area
became apparent partially in the TGO and in the TBC. Furthermore, the stress level in
the TGO increased about 170% and 70% in the case of tensile and compressive stresses,
respectively, compared to the reference case.
The stress distribution within the BC was again not significantly influenced by
this parametric modification of the model. However tensile stresses slightly increased
(3.5%) in the BC, but compressive stresses decreased about 1.5%.
It can be concluded, that as consequence of higher roughness of 30µm interface a
complete tensile stress path above the valleys in the TBC and partially in the TGO is
formed and could lead to the often experimentally observed black and white failure
[16; 26; 50].
5.2.8.2 Sinusoidal interface with 15 µm amplitude and 30 µmwavelength
Here the same interface shape and amplitude were considered as in the reference case,
with however a shorter wavelength of only 30 µm.
Fig. 5.36 shows the stress distribution in radial direction it the vicinity of the as-
perity. As a results of shortening the wavelength of the interface high tensile stresses
developed in the TBC above valleys after the 1st cycle. However, during cycling the
tensile zones decreased in size (Figs. 5.36(b) -. 5.36(d)). Instead these tensile zones in
the valleys and above developed higher compressive stresses during cycling as in the
reference case. After 161 cycles the tensile stress level in the TBC decreased less than
1% in contrast to compressive stresses which increased about 62%.
Thewavelength also affected the stress development in the TGO. After the 1st cycle
the TGO was fully under compression as in the case above (increase in an amplitude
of roughness). Thickening of the TGO resulted in additional formation of tensile zones
at the middle regions in the TGO next to the BC (Figs. 5.36(b) -. 5.36(d)). Furthermore
at the middle of the thickness in the TGO at the peak of asperity a small tensile zone
was also formed. The stress level in the TGO significantly increased during cycling
and after 161 cycles the tensile and compressive stresses increased about 218% and
80%, respectively, compared to the reference case.
The stress distribution in the BCwas similar to the reference case. However, tensile
stress values in the BC increased (1.2%), but compressive decreased about 20%.
It has been presented, based on this simulation, that a shorter wavelength com-
bined with a reference value of amplitude did not create a continuous possible tensile
path within the TGO. Such paths were not present in the TBC after 161 cycles neither.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.36: Calculation with reference parameter set considering shorter wavelength
of interface. To better visualize the stress distribution the mesh was removed from
picture view.
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5.2.8.3 Sinusoidal interface with 15 µm amplitude and 90 µmwavelength
Increasing the wavelength flatters the interface of the asperity and by that influences
the stress development in the TBCs. In Fig. 5.37 the radial stress distribution was
shown for selected number of cycles (1st, 51st, 101st, and 161st). The tensile stresses
in the TBC obtained already after the first cycle were lower than in the reference case
and areas occupied by stresses above 20 MPa were significantly smaller (Fig. 5.37(a)).
Moreover, compressive stresses were also lower. However due to thickening of the
oxide layer the tensile stress zones and values of these stresses significantly increased
and occupied bigger areas in the TBC (Figs. 5.37(b) -. 5.37(d)) compared to the ref-
erence case. Although, comparing the tensile stress level of the current and refer-
ence simulation showed a decrease of stress values about 33%. Moreover compressive
stresses increased (11%) in comparison with reference case.
In the TGO the stress distribution after the first cycle was similar as in the reference
case. Contrary to the reference simulation due to thickening of the TGO the off-peak
tensile stresses within the TGO were not obtained and the TGO remained under com-
pression up to the end of simulation. In addition tensile and compressive stress level
decreased about 77% and 18%, respectively.
In the BC no major changes in stress distribution were obtained compared to the
reference calculation. However, the tensile stresses level decreased about 25% ,but
compression stress level slightly increased (less then 1%) in comparison with the ref-
erence case. As a result of such a simulation, maximal radial tensile stress of 727.3MPa
was obtained after 161 cycles and was lower than in the reference study.
One can remark that the roughness is one key parameter which influences stress
development in TBCs. In the case of a sinusoidal interface of 15 µm amplitude and
60 µm wavelength no additional tensile zones at the peak in the middle of the TGO
was introduced as it was the case of a rougher interfaces (Fig. 5.14). However, the
same amplitude with a shorter wavelength promotes compressive zones at valleys
and flanks in the TBC. It was shown that an increase of wavelength decreases the
stress level in TBCs, as the interface is getting flatter.
To optimize the shape of the interface for modeling proposes one shall fit the inter-
face by a geometrical function which best fit to the shape obtained from a SEM picture.
Additionally this function should depend on at least two variables such as amplitude
and wavelength. Moreover to emphasize the important limit of an amplitude increase
here, once again is recalled, that higher increase of tensile stress values in the TBCwere
obtained in the case of rougher interface from all studied variations of different values
of amplitude and wavelength. Therefore, the amplitude should not be increased, but
the wavelength could be the optimization parameter. It was shown that increasing the
wavelength decreases all radial tensile stresses in TBCs as it was discussed above.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.37: Influence of a longer wavelength (90 µm) on stress development.
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5.2.9 Influence of different shapes of the interface
A real interface of an APS-TBC does not consist of a perfect sinusoidal shape with well
defined wavelength and amplitude. Due to the manufacturing process it has a highly
irregular interface roughness. Reproducing a real interface shape in a model would
increase the effort to generate a suitable mesh and would further result in far too long
calculation times. For these reasons, the interface was idealized. In order to still get
some insight of the influence of different interface shapes the present section shows
results of two different examples, namely a semicircle and a semielliptic interface.
5.2.9.1 Semicircle interface with 15 µm amplitude and 60 µmwavelength
As a first interface variation a semicircle interface with 15 µm amplitude and 60 µm
wavelength is modeled. These parameters are equivalent to the reference model with
sinusoidal interface. The two models only differ in the shape of the interface.
The results of this FE simulation are shown in Fig. 5.38. Mainly the TBC layer was
affected by the change of the interface shape. The valleys of the TBC layer were oc-
cupied by compressive stresses after the 1st cycle. At the peak compressive stresses
were found. However the areas from boundaries of the unit cell to off-peaks were oc-
cupied by tensile stresses. Additionally bigger tensile stresses were concentrated at the
boundaries of the unit cell above valleys. As the thickness of the oxide layer increased
the tensile and compressive stress values in the TBC also increased (Fig. 5.38(b)). How-
ever, the compressive stress zones at the peak first increased than decreased again.
Furthermore, the stress level in the TBC increased about 50% and 35% in the case of
tensile and compressive stresses respectively in comparison with the reference simu-
lation.
In the TGO after the first cycle the stress development was similar to the reference
case. Moreover the tensile zones at the peak regions next to TBC decreased slower
than in the reference case. However, between the 101st and 161st cycle the tensile
stresses at the peak switched to compression. At the off-peak regions small tensile
zones were formed instead after 161 cycle. Themaximum tensile stress level decreased
in the TGO decreased about 71% compared to the reference case, but the compressive
stresses increased (32%).
The BC still exhibited tensile stresses at the peak and compressive stresses at the
valleys as in the reference case. Although, stress level in the BC decreased about 9% in
the case of tensile stresses and 19% in the case of compressive stresses in comparison
with the reference simulation.
5.2.9.2 Semielliptic interface with 15 µm amplitude and 90 µmwavelength
Consequently the present section shows the results of a second interface variation.
The semielliptic interface was achieved by simply increasing the wavelength of the
previous semicircle interface.
The stress development is shown in Fig. 5.39. In the TBC layer compressive stresses
were found at valley and at off-peak regions after the first cycle. The other areas
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.38: Radial stress distribution, with consideration of the BC/TBC interface
modeled as semicircle. All other parameters remained as in the reference case.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.39: Calculation with reference parameter set with consideration of the
BC/TBC interface modeled as semielliptic.
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were occupied by tensile stresses. These tensile stress zones have increased during
cycling. However the compressive stresses at valleys in TBC decreased. The compres-
sive stresses at the peak in the TBC were obtained at around 50 cycles and increased
during further cycling. The final stress distribution (after 161 cycles) was similar as in
the previous case. The tensile stresses above valley were higher and areas occupied by
these stresses were broader compared to the semicircle and the reference cases. The
tensile and compressive stresses increased about 107% and 23%, respectively com-
pared to the reference case. However in comparison with the previous case the tensile
stresses increased about 38%, but compressive stresses decreased about 9%.
In the TGO a tensile stresses development was similar as in the previous case
(semicircle) up to 101 cycles. The main difference in stress development was seen
at valley region next to the TBC layer. In these regions after 101 cycles the tensile
stress zones were formed and increased during the next 50 cycles compared to the
previous and the reference cases. Contrary to the previous and the reference cases the
tensile stresses at off-peak regions were not obtained, instead the peak was still under
tension. However, tensile stress level increased about 166% compared to the reference
case and was also 9 times higher than in the previous case. Furthermore, the compres-
sive stress values increased about 55% and 18% compared to the reference and the
semicircle cases, respectively.
In the BC the stress development was similar as in the reference and semicircle
cases. However the tensile stress level decreased about 37% and 30% in the reference
and semicircle cases respectively. Furthermore, compressive stress level decreased
by 30% compared to the reference case and by 14% in comparison with the previous
calculation.
5.2.9.3 Concluding Remarks
The present section could prove that the shape of the interface has an influence on
stress development. Considering the semicircle interface the maximum values of ten-
sile stresses were lower than with sinusoidal asperity. However the elliptic interface
introduced the lowest maximal tensile stresses in TBCs. Additionally, due to lateral
oxidation the elliptic interface changes the shape in order to become a more semicircle
interface. Disadvantage of the elliptic interface is the tensile stress development at the
peak of the TGO. In case of a semicircle interface the tensile stresses at the peak in TGO
have switched to compressive during cycling. Additionally, the compressive stresses
at valleys in the TBC decrease faster than with a semicircle interface.
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5.2.10 Long term stress development
Several models correlate the lifetime of TBCs to the thickness of TGO. The simulations
presented in previous sections were performed up to the 161st cycle, which corre-
sponds to a TGO thickness of 5.7µm. In the present section, this simulation with the
reference parameter set is continued up to 621 cycles (ThicknessTGOcycle=621 = 8.6 µm).
The stress distribution at the end of 166, 301, 441, and 621 cycles are shown in Fig. 5.40.
The maximum tensile stresses of 1023 MPa obtained after the 621st cycle at the peak of
the BC do not differ much from the respective values after the 161st cycle (969.1 MPa).
However significantly bigger (about 116%) tensile stress zones developed after 621
cycles in the TGO layer at off-peak positions compared to the reference case after 161
cycles. During cycling these tensile stress zones have increased with the result that
a small link of tensile stresses appeared between these two stress zones, close to the
interface with the TBC. The compressive stress level also increased about 215% after
621 cycle in compression with the reference case after 161 cycle. Additionally at off-
valley regions close to the BC the development of tensile zones was observed beyond
the 301st cycle. Within the TBC compressive stresses concentrated at the valleys. Dur-
ing cycling the values of these stresses (19%) increased compared to the 161st cycle.
Also the peak of TBC was occupied by a growing compressive stress zone. The tensile
stress zones at off-peak regions in the vicinity of the TGO layer also increased about
41% after 621 cycles in comparison with the reference case after 161 cycles.
The FE simulation could prove that an increase of TGO thickness by further cycling
generates higher tensile and compressive stresses. Additionally, a continuous tensile
stress path from the tip of the TGO over off-peak of the TBC to the flanks becomes
always present at an high enough cycle number. As a result, a crack can follow the
tensile paths and propagate above valleys in the TBC layer. Tendencies in the devel-
opment of the tensile zones suggest that tensile stresses at off-peak regions in the TBC
would attract cracks, which are formed in the TGO.
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(a) 166 cycle (b) 301 cycle
(c) 441 cycle (d) 621 cycle
MPa
Figure 5.40: Radial stress distribution at selected number of cycles with reference pa-
rameter set.
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5.3 Damage simulations at the peak of the TGO/BC interface
It has been observed that cracks were acquired at the TGO/BC interface. Therefore a
crack was placed between the TGO and BC layer at the tip of asperity and has been
modeled as cohesive zone. Details concerning cohesive zone modeling are given in
chapter 3.2.1. 36 elements were modeled as cohesive zone elements giving a pre-
defined crack path that follows exactly the TGO/BC interface.
Fig. 5.41(a) shows the stress distribution after the 1st cycle in the vicinity of BC/TGO/TBC
interface with two different scales of stresses. The radial stress field, plotted in the
range between -250 and 250 MPa emphasizes the stress redistribution due to crack
growth. The stress field after the 1st cycles looks similar to the reference case. As the
TGO thickness increased tensile stresses in the TBC also increased. Moreover, bigger
tensile stresses were found at the off-peak regions in the TBC. When the crack was
initiated at the 19’th cycle at the peak of the cohesive zone, the stresses redistributed
around the crack due to softening of TGO/BC interface. By the crack initiation it has
been understood that the stiffness of cohesive element was reduced to the level of TGO
stiffness. In other case the interface acts as a rigid element because the stiffness was
assumed to be very high in comparison with TGO stiffness. During continued cycling
the tensile stress zone at the peak in the TGO was diminished. Instead, two tensile
zones at the off-peak close to the TBC layer were obtained Fig. 5.41(b). Due to the for-
mation of the crack at the 19’th cycle two additional tensile stresses zones were found
at the crack tip in the TGO. Moreover, at the peak in the BC lower tensile stresses (be-
low 200 MPa) were obtained, which is an effect of crack formation and propagation
along the TGO/BC interface. As the crack propagated further tensile stress zones at
the off-peaks in the TBC decreased. However compressive stresses at the valleys in
the TBC increased. Maximum tensile stresses of 1198 MPa were found at middle part
of the TGO, and maximum compressive stresses of -1492 MPa were found at the peak
of the TGO layer as indicated in Fig. 5.42(b).
The full spallation of TBCs has not been simulated yet, because the crack was
placed at the tip of the TGO/BC interface and a crack path following the interface is
not most realistic. However stress redistribution due to crack formation and propaga-
tion was obtained and presented. The unsymmetrical stress distribution (Fig. 5.41(d))
in the BC is a result of the high mesh sensitivity of cohesive elements. Additionally,
the crack formation and propagation is sensitive to critical shear energy release rate.
Therefore a reliable data set of critical energy release rate in normal and shear direction
is a basic requirement to properly model the crack. Moreover, the stiffness of cohesive
elements plays an important role of the stress development in the cohesive zone and
by that crack initiation.
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(a) 1 cycle (b) 51 cycle
(c) 1 cycle (d) 51 cycle
(e) Zoom of cohesive region after 1st
cycle
(f) Zoom of crack after 51 cycles
Figure 5.41: Radial stress distribution with continuous oxidation at 1st and 51st cy-
cle, with consideration of crack formation and propagation at the BC/TGO interface
modeled as cohesive zone. Other parameters remained unchanged as in the reference
case.
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(a) 101 cycle (b) 161 cycle
(c) 101 cycle (d) 161 cycle
(e) Zoom of crack after 101 cycle (f) Zoom of crack after 161 cycle
Figure 5.42: Radial stress distribution with continuous oxidation at 101st and 161st
cycle, with consideration of crack formation and propagation at the BC/TGO interface
modeled as cohesive zone. Other parameters remained unchanged as in the reference
case.
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The investigation of stress development in TBC systems due to thermal cycling with
dwell time at high temperature, including BC oxidation is discussed in this chapter
and conclusions will be drawn. Generally, the FE results were assessed on the basis of
the distribution of radial stresses in the vicinity of the TGO at the end of a cycle at RT.
The assessment and the conclusion was done with respect to local regions near and
in the TGO with high tensile stresses, which could lead to crack formation or crack
propagation (critical sites). At first the development of the reference parameter set
is discussed and after that the systematic parameter variations and the simulation of
crack formation and crack growth is addressed.
Influence of oxidation
The results presented in chapter 4.4.2 show that modeling of the TGO thickness with
different but constant values compared to simulation of continuous TGO growth (with
andwithout lateral oxidation) does not reflect the behavior of a real TBC system under
thermal cyclic loading conditions with oxidation, as the stresses were underestimated
due to neglecting of oxide growth strains in the TGO layer. Additionally, the length-
ening of the oxide layer (lateral TGO growth) resulted in an increase of amplitude and
in a significant expansion of the tensile stress zones and increase of tensile stresses
in the vicinity of interface. This implies that the lateral oxidation plays an important
role and can not be neglected. In other words, any numerical simulations of TBCs
should at least, consider oxidation as a continuous process and include lateral growth
(lengthening).
Influence of material properties
Furthermore, it was shown that the continuous oxidation leads principally to unrealis-
tic high stresses in all three materials, if only elastic properties are taken into account.
æInfluence of plastic behavior of the bond coat
We found that for the sinusoidal interface radial tensile stresses are concentrated at
the tip of the BC due to plastic behavior of the bond coat with consideration of out-
of-plane oxidation, including 5% of lateral oxidation. In addition, in the case of BC
plasticity the stress conversion from tensile to compressive, at the tip of the BC, has
not been obtained during TGO thickening. This was observed in the purely elastic
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case with also the same value of lateral oxidation. Furthermore, an increase of areas
occupied by radial tensile stresses in the TBC from off-peak regions to the boundaries
of the unit cell was observed and its values were bigger.
æInfluence of plastic behavior of the TGO
However, when we considered only plastic behavior of the TGO and oxidation of
the BC geometrical instabilities of the oxide layer appeared (the TGO layer lost its
perfectly sinusoidal shape). Nevertheless, the stress level significantly decreased by
about 75% and 64% in BC and TGO layer, respectively, but in the TBC the stress values
decreased only by about 5% (5.1.3) in comparison with the purely elastic calculation
considering continuous oxidation.
æInfluence of plastic behavior of the BC and the TGO
Taking into account plastic deformation of both, the BC and the TGO layer, the geo-
metrical instabilities of the interface shape were more pronounced in the TGO, even
though the stress values decreased due to additional stress redistribution via plastic
deformation in the TGO. Finally, it can be concluded that the purely elastic case over-
estimates tensile and compressive stresses, and that a plastic redistribution decreases
the stresses significantly.
æInfluence of the BC creep behavior
By considering creep behavior of the BC instead of plastic behavior with TGO plastic-
ity and continuous oxidation including of 5% lateral oxidation it was shown that the
tensile stress zones in TBC above the valleys were developing slower and the maxi-
mum tensile stress value was lower by about 11%. The slower development of tensile
zones should have a positive effect on the lifetime of TBCs. Contrary to this the maxi-
mum tensile stress value at the peak in the BC was higher by about 14%.
æInfluence of the TBC creep behavior
We have also shown that by including TBC creep, the stresses in TBC layer further
relaxed (decreased by about 85%) and geometrical instabilities resulting from BC and
TGO plasticity were stabilized. In contrast to this the creep of the BC does not stabilize
the instabilities.
It was observed during close inspection of the first and the second cycle, that
higher tensile and compressive stresses developed at high temperature mainly at off-
valley regions of the TBC by considering a temperature value of 200oC at which the
stress free state occurs. Furthermore, the maximum tensile stress value in the TBC
layer at the end of dwell time at high temperature during the first cycles was 31%
higher than the maximum value of stress at the end of dwell time at RT, as oxidation
dominates stress development during the first cycles. This proved that, the assump-
tion of a stress free state at high temperature used by other authors [4; 42; 44] is not
fully correct as the system is not able to fully relax the stresses.
Based on these results it can be concluded that a realistic simulation of the stress
response of TBCs requires realistic data including at least a) BC and TGO plasticity,
b) BC and TBC creep, c) oxidation kinetics (and its implementation as a continuous
process), and d) a correct assumption of stress free state.
It was shown that consideration of the above mentioned parameters (reference
case) resulted in radial tensile stresses concentrated at the peak in the BC. Moreover,
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in the TGO, tensile stresses from off-peak to off-peak were obtained. Next to this
tensile zone in the TGO a continuous tensile path above valleys in the TBC was also
obtained and always present. Furthermore, the peak and valley regions of the TBC
were under compression. These tensile paths in the TGO and in the TBC confirmed
experimental findings of TBCs fracture (see Fig. 6.2(c)).
æInfluence of the thermal expansion coefficient (TEC)
A number of material properties modifications, have been studied (chapter 5.2) based
on the reference case. It was demonstrated that increasing the TEC in the TBC layer in-
creased the tensile stresses above valleys. Furthermore, increasing the TEC in the base
material has shown that tensile stress values above valleys in the TBC were higher
(about 52%) which could promote crack formation and its growth in the TBC. How-
ever, an increase of the TEC in the BC resulted in an increase of the compressive zone
at valleys in the TBC layer (more than 200%), which could have a positive effect on
lifetime by acting as a crack stopper. Contrary to this positive effect, the negative in-
fluence was also observed as an increase of about 60% in the tensile stresses at the
TGO/BC interface was obtained.
However, other modifications of the TEC have shown possible benefits for the
stress response of the TBCs component: It was shown that the compressive stress
zones at valleys in the TBC were increased and its maximum stress values increased
by about 126% and 43% in the case of decrease of the TEC of the TBC and CMSX-
4, respectively. However, the tensile stresses at the TGO/BC interface have slightly
increased by about 3% and 4% due to the decrease of the TEC in the TBC as well as in
the base material, respectively, and as small variations these effects can be neglected.
By decreasing the TEC in the BC, tensile stresses in the TBC decreased by about 21%,
although they occupied fully the valleys. However, these tensile stresses were small
(below 66 MPa) and the TBC layer might resist crack formation.
æInfluence of the TBC stiffness
In this thesis the sintering effect in TBC was not considered. Instead, the variations
of stiffness and its influence on stress response was studied. In chapter 5.2.2, it was
shown that a stiffness increase of the TBC promote continuous radial tensile stress
zones from off-peak regions to the boundaries of the FE unit cell in the TBC (these
stresses increased by about 142%). However, the maximum tensile and compressive
stress values decreased in the BC by about 4% compared to the reference case (5.1.6.2).
On the other hand the TBC profit from a more porous TBC layer, because the tensile
stresses in TBC were lower (about 67%) than in the reference case. It was manifested
by the fact that the tensile stresses within the continuous tensile path from off-peaks to
the boundaries of the unit cell above the valleys in the TBCweremostly below 10MPa.
In contrast to that an increase of the stiffness results in a slightly increase by about 1.5%
and 2% of the maximum tensile and compressive stress values, respectively, in the BC
compared to the reference. Therefore, it can be neglected, as it is very small and the
BC is rather stress resistant. It is proposed that higher porosity in the TBC should be
introduced and lower sintering kinetics, if possible. This has proved that porosity is
an important factor in the aimed improvment of TBCs.
The more porous TBC can be achieved by a new method of manufacturing TBC
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layer which was proposed by Jadhava et al. 2005 [29]. This method is a further devel-
opment of the Air Plasma-Sprayedmethod and is based on a Solution-Precursor-Plasma-
Spray. The new coating has higher porosity and lower thermal conductivity than con-
ventional APS-TBCs.
The present work was intended to give an answer on the questions: i) is a soft Bond
Coat better or not, and ii) is a soft Thermal Barrier Coating better or not with particular
regard to the deformation resistance at high temperature (creep resistance). The an-
swers to these questions are demonstrated by the results obtained from variations of
creep rates in bond coat (5.2.3.1) and in thermal barrier coating (5.2.3.2).
æInfluence of a soft or creep resistant BC
The results obtained show that higher creep rates in the BC resulted in lower max-
imum radial tensile and compressive stress values in TBCs in comparison with the
reference case. However, broader tensile stress paths in the TBC above the valleys of
the asperity were observed in comparison with the reference case. Moreover the stress
development in the TBC layer was only slightly affected by an increase or decrease of
creep rates of BC compared to reference case. The stress field in the BC was mostly af-
fected in form of higher tensile stresses (about 13%), obtained with lower creep rates.
One can conclude that higher creep rates help to keep low stress values in TBCs. How-
ever, the small sensitivity of different creep rates in BC on stress development in the
TBCs has shown that neither a significant positive nor negative influence on the life-
time can be extrapolated. It can thus be concluded that the importance of the creep
behavior of the BC has been overestimated in the past.
æInfluence of a soft or creep resistant TBC
Studies of TBC creep rate variations on stress development were also considered. It
was shown that higher creep rates in the TBC layer mainly led to a lower stress level
in the TBC layer. Moreover, the maximum tensile and compressive stress values de-
creased in the BC and TGO compared to the reference case and should be beneficial
for the lifetime of TBCs.
Finally it can be concluded that lower creep rates of the TBC were not profitable
for TBCs. As stresses could not relax fast enough to prevent the development of a
large tensile stress path (stress values increased about 120% in comparison with the
reference case) above the valleys in the TBC and these tensile paths in the TBC could
be a reason for a lower lifetime of TBCs.
æInfluence of the TGO creep
However, it was shown that not only lower creep rates of the TBC were promoting a
geometrical instability of the TGO. Also TGO creep resulted in a geometrical instabil-
ity of the oxide layer. The radial tensile stresses were always concentrated at the peak.
Additionally a significant decrease of the stress level in TBCs in comparison with the
reference case indicates that creep relaxation of the TGO should be very beneficial for
a TBCs lifetime.
æInfluence of the base material creep
The effect of base material creep on stress development in the TBCs was demonstrated
in chapter 5.2.6. Here, it was shown that creep of base material affected only mar-
ginally the stress development in TBCs for the case of pure thermal cyclingwith dwell-
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time at high temperature. Since the effect was small (below 1% decrease of stresses),
its implementation in a complex FE-simulation does not seem to be justified, when
only thermal cycling and no TMF strains are taken into account.
æInfluence of higher (20%) lateral growth of the TGO
In the case of higher lateral oxidation rate (5.2.7) stress values in TBCs were larger.
It was obtained that higher values of lateral oxidation promote a lateral tensile path
above valleys in TBC and by that a possible crack could be promoted more easily than
in case of lower rate of lateral oxidation. Therefore, out-of-plane and lateral oxidation
rates should be minimized.
Influence of interface roughness and shape
However, not only thematerial properties of TBCs, affect the stress development. Also
the interface shape plays an important role, as the interface is directly affected by
oxidation of the bond coat.
The challenge is to give the answer to the question, what kind of interface should
be manufactured or would rather be preferable, to obtain lower stresses or a longer
lifetime.
æInfluence of interface roughness
It was shown in chapter 5.2.8.1 that in the case of a rougher interface (30 µm instead
of 15 µm amplitude and 60 µm wavelength) additional radial tensile stresses were
obtained at the peak in the TGO and created a continuous radial tensile path within
TGO. This was not obtained in the reference case. Moreover, it was shown that tensile
stress values above valleys in the TBC increased bymore than 10% in comparison with
the reference case.
æInfluence of a shorter wavelength of the interface
However, the same amplitude as in the reference case (15 µm) with a shorter wave-
length ( 30 µm ) resulted in an expansion of compressive zones at the valleys and above
them in the TBC by decrease of tensile zones. Additionally, the tensile stress level in
the TBC slightly decreased, but compressive stress values in the TBC increased by
62%. Furthermore, the maximum tensile stress located at the peak in the BC slightly
increased (only by about 1%).
æInfluence of a longer wavelength of the interface
Moreover it was demonstrated (5.2.8.3), that an increase of wavelength decreases the
stress level in TBCs, as the interface is getting flatter.
As it was discussed above that the tensile stress values in the TBC layer increased
due to an increase of amplitude or lateral oxidation (by about 10% and 38%, respec-
tively). Additionally it was shown that higher amplitude resulted in a continuos ten-
sile path at the peak within the TGO. Section 5.2.8.3 demonstrated that increasing the
wavelength decreases the radial tensile stresses in the TBC layer to values of about 55
MPa. However, these low tensile stresses occupied almost fully the valleys. Decreas-
ing the wavelength leads generally to bigger tensile stresses in the TGO. This was
manifested by increase of maximum tensile and compressive stress values by about
220% and 80%, respectively, in the TGO. Contrary to this large changes the tensile
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stress level in the BC at the peak slightly increased. Furthermore, the tensile zones in
the TBC layer occupied significantly smaller areas and its values were slightly lower.
In addition the continuous path within the TGO was not present as it was in the case
of rougher interface. Therefore, the amplitude should not be increased, but the wave-
length could be the optimization parameter.
æInfluence of interface shape
Considering the semicircle interface, as shown in chapter 5.2.9, the maximum value
of tensile stresses was lower than that for a sinusoidal asperity. Increasing the wave-
length of this semicircle interface resulted in a semielliptical interface. This modified
interface with increased wavelength introduced the lowest maximum tensile stresses
in TBCs. We found that, due to lateral oxidation the elliptical interface changes the
shape in order to became a more semicircle interface. It was also demonstrated that
in the case of semielliptical interface the maximum radial tensile stress concentrated
always at the peak of the TGO as it is indicated in Fig. 5.39(d) (+682 MPa). Con-
trary to this, in the case of a semicircle interface the tensile stresses at the peak in
the TGO switched to compressive during cycling. An other important finding is, that
the compressive radial stresses at valleys of the TBC decreased faster in the case of a
semielliptic interface than with a semicircle interface.
It can be concluded that as a strategy to optimize the shape of the interface one
shall fit the interface by a geometrical function which best approximates the shape
obtained from a SEM-micrographs. Additionally, this function should depend at least
on two variables such as Ah - amplitude and λw - wavelength f(Ah, λw).
Due to these variations a ratio which can characterize the stress development for
different interface shapes is postulated as ξ =
R Sb
Sa
C(s)ds
λw
, where
∫ Sb
Sa
C(s)ds is the length
on interface shape and λw is the wavelength . Such a representation facilitates the un-
derstanding of stress development as the ξ parameter differentiates between a variety
of interfaces ( Fig. 6.1).
Influence of a long term cyclic oxidation loading on stress development
Additionally it was shown during long term simulation (5.2.10) that thickening of the
TGO led to permanent presence of continuous radial tensile paths above valley in the
TBC and a continious increase of the tensile stress values in this path. As a result, a
crack can follow the tensile paths and propagate above valleys in the TBC layer. Such a
crack could be further attracted by radial tensile stresses at off-peak region in the TGO
and propagate through TGO creating spallation. This finding confirmed experimental
evidence of frequently observed failure cracks in TBCs.
Concentration of the maximum radial tensile stresses at the tip in the BC next to
the TGOwas obtained for the reference calculation and in all varied parameters. Thus
a simulation of crack formation at the BC/TGO interface by cohesive zone elements
was carried out 5.3.
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(a) compressive (b) tensile
Figure 6.1: Maximum radial stress values in the TBC layer after 161 cycles as a function
of dimensionless ξ parameter. The horizontal axis position indicates the stress values
for the reference case.
Influence of crack formation at the BC/TGO interface on stress development
We have found that due to the formation of a crack (at the BC/TGO interface) radial
tensile stresses at peak of asperities were redistributed. In our case the first micro-
cracks have been formed during cooling from 121oC to RT at an early stage (19’th cy-
cle). This was manifested by a significant decrease of the stiffness of the cohesive zone
elements to a level of TGO stiffness and it was visualized as additional displacement
(at the BC/TGO interface) in Fig. 5.41(d). Moreover, at the peak in the BC lower tensile
stresses (below 200 MPa) were obtained, which is an effect of micro-crack formation
and propagation along the TGO/BC interface. Furthermore it was shown that tensile
stress paths across the TGO layer were present (Fig. 6.2(a)). This particularly con-
firmed experimental evidence that cracks are not only present at peak of the BC/TGO
interface, but can also cross the TGO and penetrate TBC above valleys (Fig. 6.2(b) and
Fig. 6.2(c)) [26].
Additionally inspection of stress development during crack formation and propa-
gation revealed an unsymmetrical stress distribution (Fig. 5.44(e)) in the BC, which is a
result of the high mesh sensitivity of cohesive elements. Furthermore the crack forma-
tion and propagation is sensitive to critical shear energy release rate. These findings
show that proper modeling of crack requires reliable data of critical energy release rate
in normal and shear direction. Moreover, the stiffness of cohesive elements is thought
to play an important role in the stress development in the cohesive zone. Based on
this study it is suggested that the stiffness of cohesive elements at BC/TGO interface
should be slightly higher than the TGO stiffness.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.2: Numerically calculated and experimentally observed cracks in APS-TBC
[26]
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Finally, it can be concluded that the performed FE simulations of the stress response
at the metal ceramic interface of plasma-sprayed TBCs provide the prediction of crit-
ical sites for crack formation along the roughness profile and predict the trends with
respect to the direction of crack growth (crack propagation path). Furthermore, the FE
simulations were used as a basis for analyzing and assessing the parameters, which
affect the stress response qualitatively as well as quantitatively (Tabs.1 - 11) and can
thus be used to improve the properties of the coating materials.
From the results obtained, one can take the final conclusion that the set of para-
meters such as: 1) the time dependent material properties of the TBC and TGO, 2) the
oxidation kinetics, particularly with regard to lateral oxidation, and 3) the shape of
the interface play the crucial role in the stress development during thermal cycling.
Against the background of this finding variations of other parameters can almost be
neglected.
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Detailed quantitative assessment of all calculations. The sequence of the tables is iden-
tical to the sequence of the respective chapters.
Table 1: The maximum tensile and compressive stress values for different TGO thick-
ness and interface shapes obtained for all three layers after cooling from 200oC to RT.
All layers were purely elastic.
Interface TGO BC layer TGO layer TBC layer
shape thickness σmax σmin σmax σmin σmax σmin
[µm] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]
Sinusoidal 0.5 102.9 -71.15 29.64 -313.3 4.528 -5.969
Semicircle 0.5 23.2 -16.68 16.83 -442.9 4.019 -7.002
Sinusoidal 2 39.62 -28.55 80.79 -258.4 3.79 -4.457
Semicircle 2 64.01 -39.1 46.74 -390.8 1.994 -4.328
Sinusoidal 5 171.5 -97.27 94.95 -185.6 5.322 -10.95
Semicircle 5 114 -63.66 84.41 -286.9 5.953 -5.297
Table 2: The maximum tensile and compressive stress values and their differences
(∆σij =
σij−σij |sin(δ=5µm)
σij |sin(δ=5µm)
, where: i=BC,TGO,TBC; j=min,max; σij |sin(δ=5µm) taken from
Tab. 1 for sinusoidal interface) obtained for all three layers after the last simulated
cycle at RT are compared to stress values obtained for sinusoidal interface of 5µm
TGO thickness. The continuous out-of-plane oxidation of the BC was assumed. All
stress values are in MPa
BC layer TGO layer TBC layer
σmax σmin σmax σmin σmax σmin
without lateral oxidation 4120 -20100 27890 -31080 1712 -3236
∆σij[%] 2302 20564 29273 16646 32068 29453
5% of lateral oxidation 15390 14820 1811 -16390 -49290 -2452
∆σij[%] 8874 16750 15508 26457 33929 22293
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